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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
1.1 Introduction 
Split-plot designs, nested designs, repeated measures designs and combinations of these 
are experimental designs that include nested factors. Because of the nested relationship the 
outcome measurements are correlated. For continuous data, analysis methods based on a 
normality assumption are frequently used [26], [12]. However, analysis for discrete data may 
not be so straightforward. One way to handle this type of problem is to use nonparametric 
methods similar to those proposed by Koch [16]. Another is to transform data and apply 
analysis of variance based on a normality assumption. A third possibility is to apply weighted 
least squares methods proposed by Grizzle, Starmer, and Koch [10] for repeated measures 
designs with categorical responses. 
In the last 20 years, generalized linear models [28] and generalized linear mixed models have 
been developed for analyzing longitudinal data that come from distributions in the exponential 
family [4] [22]. These methods have not been widely used in ecological and agricultural ex­
periments involving count data from nested designs and split-plot designs. This motivated the 
investigation of various analysis and estimation methods for generalized linear mixed models 
(GLMMs) involving split-plot designs or nested designs. A GLMM is a GLM that includes 
fixed effects and random effects. 
The goals of this dissertation are: 
1. to examine and develop statistical methods for analyzing count data from nested or 
split-plot designs. 
2. to investigate small sample properties of the estimation procedures. 
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3. to provide recommendations for choosing appropriate methods of analysis. 
4. to develop SAS software that can be used for analyses of count data from nested designs 
or split-plot designs. 
1.2 Literature Review 
This section provides reviews for the topics that are relevant to the research subject in this 
thesis. The purpose of this section is to introduce background information and references for 
these topics. Additional details concerning specific techniques will be discussed in the appro­
priate chapters. For example, we will discuss the specifics of variance components estimation 
methods in detail in Chapter 3. 
1.2.1 Generalized Linear Models and Generalized Linear Mixed Models 
In a "classical" linear model such as a split-plot design model, yijk = n + Bi + aj + rjij + 
Ik + {o!j)jk + Cijfc) we often make the following assumptions: 
Bi ~ N{0,erl), iid, random block effect; 
T]ij 'v iV(0,<r2,), iid, whole-plot error; 
Ujk ~ o"a), iid, sub-plot error. 
The linear dependency between the mean and the fixed parameters is expressed as E{Yijk) = 
/i  +  Oj + 7fc +  {<n)jk-
In 1972, a class of generalized linear models was introduced by Nelder and Wedderburn 
[28] to provide a unified procedure for modeling data from exponential family distributions. 
These generalized linear models include the following components [22]: 
1. The random component specifies distributional assumptions for the response variables 
Y. The distribution of Y is an exponential family. The likelihood of the exponential 
family has the form, p(y; 6, <f>) = exp{{yd — b{0))/a{O) + c(y, fl)). 
2. The systematic component defines a linear predictor, r/ = Xl3. 
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3. The link function, = X/3, links the mean of the exponential family to the linear 
predictor. 
For GLMMs, the link function specifies a dependency on a linear function of fixed effects 
{/3) and a linear function of random effects (a) ( i.e., g{fji) — XI3 + Za). Examples of the 
generalized linear mixed models can be found in [4], [1], and [38]. Breslow and Clayton [1] also 
gave a brief introduction to GLMMs and attraction of using such models. 
1.2.2 Quasi-likelihood and Generalized Estimating Equations 
The quasi-likelihood (QL) function was first defined for independent observations by Wed-
derburn [36]. McCullagh and Nelder [22] and McCullagh [13] gave more comprehensive dis­
cussions of the QL function and QL estimating equations. Aside from the existence of the 
QL estimating equations (QLEE), the only assumptions required for applying QLEE are the 
specification of means and variances of the responses. It is not necessary to completely specify 
a likelihood for the joint distribution of the observations. Firth [7] provides a review on recent 
developments in QL methods. The properties of QL estimates are similar to those for MLEs 
because of the similarity between the QLEE and the likelihood equations. 
In a longitudinal study, observations on different individuals (or clusters) are usually inde­
pendent, while those taken on the same individual at different time points (or measurements 
within a cluster) may be correlated. To deal with the correlation problem of the repeated 
measurements in longitudinal studies, Liang and Zeger [19], [29] introduced the idea of using a 
'forking" covariance matrix to replace the generally unknown covariance matrix of the data in 
the QLEE. The revised form of the QLEE was termed generalized estimating equations (GEE). 
The estimates of the regression parameters, 3, are consistent and asymptotically normal under 
certain regularity conditions [7] including the correct specification of models for the means and 
variances. Some work has been done by Breslow and Lin [2], Lin and Breslow [20] on bias 
correction in GLMMs with a single component of dispersion and with multiple components 
of dispersion. In these papers they examine the asymptotic bias for the regression parameter 
estimates and variance component estimates from PQL (penalized quasi-likelihood). 
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1.2.3 Nested Designs/Split-plot Designs and the Quasi-likelihood Approach 
In the recent years, a great many articles have devoted attention to the analyses of bi­
nary data or Poisson data coming from longitudinal studies [29], [9]. Many of them used the 
QLEE/GEE approach. Along this line of thought, Morton [27] proposed a generalized linear 
model for nested strata with extra-Poisson variation. Firth and Harris [8] found that for bal­
anced split-plot designs with multiplicative effects (i.e., when p.{^) is log linear) QL estimation 
similar to that described in [27] couid be simplified to GLM estimation. 
1.2.4 Computing Maximum Likelihood Estimates for GLMMs 
ML parameter estimation requires computation of maximum likelihood estimates by max­
imizing a fully specified likelihood. Numerical methods are usually available for solving likeli­
hood equations [34] that do not have a closed form expression. However, there is no guarantee 
that one can always apply these methods, in particular, when one deals with generalized linear 
mixed models for count data. Usage of GLMMs has been limited to a large extent by the 
intractability of the computations involved in fitting the models [23]. Breslow and Clayton [1] 
pointed out that when the outcomes were proportions or counts, a full maximum likelihood 
analysis based on their joint marginal distribution required numerical integration techniques. 
This method has been implemented successfully for simple problems but becomes intractable 
for more complicated problems. 
One alternative approach, suggested in [1], is using importance sampling or Gibbs sampling 
techniques, which approximate the MLEs using posterior modes. Potential drawbacks include 
intensive computations, questions about when the sampling process has achieved equilibrium 
(as stated in [1]), and the possibility of invalid assumption of prior distributions. 
A second approach to obtain MLEs is use of the EM algorithm (expectation - maxi­
mization). This method was designed to be used for maximum likelihood estimation for 
situations in which augmenting the data set leads to a simpler problem. However, unlike 
the Newton-Raphson algorithm, this procedure does not automatically generate asymptotic 
variance-covariance matrix for the parameter estimates. Special programming needs to be 
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employed for this purpose [31]. Meng and Rubin provided the SEM algorithm to obtain 
asymptotic variance - covariance matrices using EM [25]. McCulloch considered a class of 
probit-normal models for binary data and carried out maximum likelihood estimation using an 
EM algorithm. For complicated models McCulloch included Gibbs sampling steps in the EM 
algorithm [23]. In a subsequent article McCulloch [24] introduced three algorithms: Monte 
Carlo EM (MCEM), Monte Carlo Newton-Raphson (MCNR), and Simulated Maximum Like­
lihood (SML) for GLMMs. The author suggested that use of MCEM or MCNR followed by 
a round of SML would usually refine the estimates and give accurate estimates of the maxi­
mized value of the likelihood. Again, these methods can be computationally intensive when 
the models become more complicated or the number of observations is large. 
1.2.5 Estimation of Variance Components 
Diggle, Liang, and Zeger [4] have a brief discussion about using a second set of estimating 
equations to estimate the association parameters following a suggestion made by Prentice [30]. 
That is, one can estimate both the regression parameters and the association parameters by 
solving the two sets of estimating equations simultaneously. In a review paper [29], the authors 
discussed extensions of GEE to handle estimation of the association parameters, and other 
methods [3] when the extended GEE becomes computationally infeasible with large cluster 
sizes. The authors also mentioned use of REML (restricted or residual maximum likelihood) 
estimation for variance components. 
A thorough development of REML procedures was discussed by Harville [11]. An approx­
imation of REML estimation in the logistic mixed model was given by Drum and McCuUagh 
[5]. Another approximation of the REML estimation for generalized linear mixed models was 
presented by Breslow and Clayton [1]. An estimation method similar to the approximation in 
[1] is described for a pseudo-likelihood (PL) approach for GLMMs by Woliinger and O'Connell 
[38]. The methods by Prentice, Breslow and Clayton, and Drum and McCullagh are discussed 
at great length in Chapter 3. 
Jiang [15] established the asymptotic theory for REML estimator. In this paper, he showed 
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that the REML estimates were consistent and asymptotically normal. His results neither 
required normality nor boundedness of the rank of the design matrix for the fixed effects. In 
addition, Jiang [14] introduced a simulated method of moments procedure for estimation of 
variance components. However, he showed in a simulation study that this method could be 
inefficient compared to REML estimation. Symth and Verbyla [32] suggested a conditional 
likelihood approach to REML estimation in generalized linear models. 
1.3 Analysis and Estimation Methods 
This dissertation is concerned with four analysis and estimation methods. These methods 
are discussed below in the order given by the completeness of the specification of the model 
assumptions that are required. 
1.3.1 ML Estimation for Generalized Linear Mixed Models with Correlated 
Responses 
A complete specification of the likelihood is required in order to obtain maximum likelihood 
estimates. However, because of the nested structure of the designs, the data are correlated. 
Generalized linear mixed models are often used to account for the correlations. Therefore, the 
marginal likelihood of the response variable can involve a high dimensional integration which 
can be intractable. Breslow and Clayton [1] briefly discussed a few options for getting the 
MLEs for simple cases. One way to avoid having to specify a complete distribution is use of 
quasi-likelihood estimation, as suggested in [1]. 
1.3.2 QLEE/GEE for Correlated Responses 
The QLEE/GEE approach is attractive when one is uncertain about the true likelihood, 
or when the likelihood function is too complicated to evaluate. Under this approach, one only 
needs to correctly specify the mean and variance of the response variables. 
The parameter estimates are obtained by solving the set of estimating equations. The 
regression parameter estimates (i.e., the parameters for fixed effects) are usually the primary 
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interest. However, the dispersion paxameters (or variance components) become crucial for 
making inferences. Methods for obtaining QL estimates are discussed in [4]. For estimating the 
variance components, methods such as REML estimation or method of moments are frequently 
used. 
1.3.3 Generalized Linear Models for Independent Responses 
Sometimes nested structure in the designs is ignored in practice and generalized linear 
models for independent responses are used. We refer to these types of models as independence 
working models (IWM). The asymptotic standard errors of the estimates under the IWMs 
often underestimate the true standard errors accounting for the dependence. Consequently a 
correction is usually made to the variance estimates using a consistent "robust" estimator (or 
"sandwich" estimator) suggested by White [37] and others [19], [21], [29]. 
By using an IWM for estimating the regression parameters, one could simplify the estima­
tion procedures tremendously, a very attractive approach. This is also one of our motivations 
to investigate the properties of the estimates obtziined using this method. 
1.3.4 Transformation of Data 
Analysis of variance is often carried out on transformed data. Examples of the transforma­
tions include square root transformation for Poisson counts data and arcsin transformation for 
proportions. In Chapter 4 we will investigate type I error rates based on the F-tests from the 
ANOVA method for testing the null hypothesis of no whole-plot differences, the null hypothesis 
of no subplot differences, and the null hypothesis of no interactions. 
1.4 GLMMs Considered in the Dissertation 
1.4.1 GLMM of Poisson Responses (Model 1) 
A generalized linear mixed model of Poisson responses in a split-plot design is assumed. 
This model allows one or more replications in each sub-plot. Although a split-plot design with 
more than one replications per sub-plot is not commonly used in agriculture it may be used in 
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other fields [6]. The assumptions for this model are specified below. 
Random Component: 
Yijkl \Bi ,€i j ,€i jk^f l jk  ~ PoisSOn{fi jkBit i j€i j ic)  
where t/.jit/'s are conditionally independent with i = 1,...,'' (blocks), j = (whole 
plots), ifc = (sub-plots), / = 1,..., 1 (replications) and, N  =  r x w x s x n .  
The mean Hjk is modeled as f i jk  = exp{n + Qj +7jt + {<n) jk)  with fixed effects ocj for whole 
plot J, 7fc for sub-plot k, and {orf)jk for the interaction. 
The multiplicative terms B,-, e,j, e,jfc are random effects for block i, whole plot j in block i, 
and sub-plot k in the whole plot j and block i, respectively. We assume that B,-, e,j, are 
mutually independent. Without loss of generality, we assume: 
E{Bi)  = 1 and Var{Bi)  = 
E(£ij) = 1 and Var((ij} = of U/1 
E{(.ijk) = 1 and Var{£ijk) = a: 
Then 
E{Yijki)  = ( i jk  
Var{Yijkt)  = fijk  + + 1) {<^1 + 1) (o",  + 1) "  1] 
Cov{Yijkh Yijkm) = + 1) {<rl + 1) (o*^ -f 1) - 1] for £ # m 
Cov{Yijki, Yijtm) = (Aijfc)(/iit)[(<^6 + 1) + 1) - 1] for A: # t 
CoviXijki > Yistm 
CoV^Yijkl^Yrstm) — 0 fof i ^  f. 
Derivation of these equations are provided in Sections A.l and A.2 in Appendix A. 
In matrix notation, the variance of Y, where Y is a {rwsn) x 1 vector, can be expressed 
as: 
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V*ar(Y) = M + MCM 
where the C matrix has the following form: 
C = Ir 0 [Ai + A2] 
and 
Ai = <T^(<T^ + l)(a2 + ® la ® Inln) 
A2 — ® l«nl2n) "I" ^b^wan^'^usn 
M = iV X iV diagonal matrix with E{Yijki) as the diagonal elements 
1,- = a vector of one's of size i x 1. 
Link Function: 
log(E(y,jw|Bi, e. j ,  e. j fc .Mjfe))  = Vjk + log(fi,) + log(€,j) + log(6,jfc) 
where 
log(Mifc) = Vjk = n + aj  + 'rk + {on)jk 
1.4.2 GLMM of Poisson Responses, One Replication (Model lA) 
For n = 1 in Model I the assumptions can be modified slightly as follows: 
Random Component: 
YijklBi ,  ~ PoissoninjkBiei j)  
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Then, 
E{Yijk)  = 
Var{Yijk)  = + +1) -  1]; 
Cov{Yijk, Yijt) = (ijkfijt[{<rl + 1)(<T^ + 1) - 1] for fc t; 
Cov{Yijk,  Yiat)  = f i jkf i$t<^b for i 7^ s: 
Cov{Yijk^ Vpst) = 0 for i ^ r. 
Var(Y) is a {rws) x (rws) matrix with Vor(Y) = M + MCM where the C matrix has the 
following form (see Appendix A for detail): 
,2 f„2 C = Ir ® + l)(Iw® Isls ) + e^ilwslL] 
Link Function: The link function is specified through 
lof f(E(t / ,yklBi ,  i i j , t i jk))  = rjjk + log{Bi)  + log{t i j )  
where 
log(/iifc) = Vik = M + 7fc + {<n)ik 
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CHAPTER 2 APPLICATIONS OF IWM AND QL APPROACHES 
2.1 Introduction 
Analysis of variance for split-plot designs and repeated measures designs are frequently 
used In ecological, agricultural, and medical experiments to analyze continuous data and dis­
crete data. One approach to analyzing data from such experiments uses analysis of variance 
for classical normal-theory linear models. For discrete data, however, it is not always clear 
whether the analysis of variance and other normaJ-theory based methods are appropriate. In 
the last 20 years, generalized linear models and generalized linear mixed models have been 
introduced in the analysis of longitudinal studies. This has expanded the "classical" normal-
theory linear models to allow for other distributions from the larger exponential family. These 
developments have provided additional tools to use in the analysis of count data. This chapter 
uses 3 examples of count data to illustrate and compare methods based on generalized linear 
models, generalized linear mixed models, and "classical" linear models. Two estimation meth­
ods, maximum likelihood estimation under an independence assumption and quasi-likelihood 
estimation, are demonstrated. In addition, we also apply analysis of variance to the observed 
counts and the square root transformation of the counts. Inferences provided by F-tests from 
the analysis of variance results are compared with inferences provided by Wald tests for the 
other estimation methods. 
The first example is a pest control study of European com borer in a balanced split-plot 
design with count responses. This design consists of 4 blocks (locations), 2 whole plots in each 
block, and 3 subplots in each whole plot. The model matrix for the fixed effects includes the 
whole-plot, sub-plot, and interaction effects. Maximum likelihood estimation for a Poisson 
regression model with independent counts and quasi-likelihood estimation based on models for 
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the means and covariance matrices are illustrated. The estimatH regression parameters, their 
standard errors and robust standard errors are compared. Analysis of variance for the counts 
and the square root transformation of counts are carried out. Additionally, the whole-plot, 
subplot, and interaction effects generated by the IWM and QL approaches are constructed 
using Wald tests based on a chi-square distribution. 
The second example is an observational study of the relationship between bird abundance 
and habitat. This is a type of repeated measurements study. It consists of 136 blocks (plots of 
land) and 8 circles in each block where birds are counted. The blocks are located far enough 
apart so they can be considered as independent units, whereas counts for circles in a block 
may be correlated. In this example the model matrix consists of continuous covariates, namely 
proportions of various habitat types, measured at the "sub-plot" level. Unlike the first example, 
this study is not a balanced experiment, but the estimation methods used in the first example 
are still applicable. 
The third example is a nest predation study designed as a split-plot experiment with binary 
responses. There are 136 whole plots with 4 whole-plot factors and 2 subplots in each whole 
plot. Both maximum likelihood ctnd quasi-likelihood estimation procedures are considered. 
Analyses of variance are performed for proportions and the arcsin transformation of the square 
root of the proportions. 
These three examples illustrate applications of generalized linear models and generalized 
linear mixed models for count data with nested error structure. The first two examples also 
provide a basis for simulation studies used to compare the performance of the proposed meth­
ods. 
2.2 Example 1: European Corn Borer Study 
2.2.1 Description 
A study was conducted by Lewis, et cil. [18] to determine if Beauveria bassiana (an ubiqui­
tous entomopathogenic fungus) in combination with Bacillus thuringiensis (a microbial insec­
ticide) or carbofuran (a carbamate Insecticide) provides an effective treatment for season-loog 
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management of the European corn borer, Ostrinia nubilalis. A granular formulation of Beau-
veria bassiana was applied to corn at whorl stage (V6) and/or at pollen-shed stage (Rl). 
Then, either Bacillus thuringiensis or carbofuran was applied to the same plants. Three sepa­
rate experiments at the V6, V6+R1, and Rl stages of corn development were conducted. Each 
experiment was designed as a randomized complete block experiment with a split-plot arrange­
ment of treatments. There were four blocks (fields), two whole-plot treatments (with fungus, 
without fungus), and three sub-plot treatments {Bacillus thuringiensis, carbofuran, none) in 
each experiment. Each block was divided into 2 plots called whole plots. Each whole plot was 
divided into 3 subplots. The whole-plot treatments and sub-plot treatments were randomly 
assigned according to two separate randomization procedures. The responses included corn 
plant cavity counts and live larvae counts. 
For illustrative purposes, the results for the first generation live larvae counts and cavity 
counts collected in 1989 at the V6 stage are analyzed and discussed in this chapter. The data 
are shown in Table 2.1. 
2.2.2 Independence Working Model (IWM) Estimation 
One option for analyzing these data is to ignore the nested structure of the design and 
assume completely independent counts. In this case we use a Poisson regression model for the 
independent counts. The model assumptions are: 
Yiik ~ Poisson (/ijk) 
where i = l,---,4, j = 1,2, fc = 1,2,3, and fijk = exp[fi + aj + fk + {ot'r)3k] with 
the restrictions that SAS GENMOD procedure uses by setting the highest factor levels to 
zero, i.e., aa = 0, 73 = 0, (Q:7)2ik = (<*7)73 = 0. Note that we use the log link function, 
^ 0 9  { H k )  = t i  +  a j + J k  +  { a  7 ) j i f c .  
For a Poisson distribution, we have E^Xijk) = = t^jk' Then, in matrix notation, 
the moments under this model can be expressed as 
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Table 2.1 Live larvae counts and cavity counts in V6 stage corn in 1989 
Whole-plot Sub-plot Live Larvae Cavity 
Block Treatment" Treatment'' Count Count 
1 1 1 20 29 
1 1 2 16 6 
1 1 3 51 88 
1 2 1 18 26 
1 2 2 18 14 
1 2 3 80 171 
2 1 1 14 36 
2 1 2 3 7 
2 1 3 32 104 
2 2 1 19 42 
2 2 2 13 11 
2 2 3 80 242 
3 1 1 16 17 
3 1 2 4 5 
3 1 3 38 65 
3 2 1 18 22 
3 2 2 3 3 
3 2 3 50 107 
4 1 1 23 12 
4 1 2 11 11 
4 1 3 42 92 
4 2 1 23 38 
4 2 2 13 5 
4 2 3 76 205 
" 1 = B. bassiana, 2 = none 
^ 1 = B. thuringiensis, 2 = carbofuran, 3 = none 
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E{Y) = M 
Kar(Y) = M 
where /x a 24 x 1 vector with elements {fijk}, and M a 24 x 24 diagonal matrix with diagonal 
e l e m e n t s  { f i j k } -
The joint likelihood for this independence working model (IWM) is 
/(yif(^)) = n n n 
t=l j—l k=l 
4 2 3 
= n n n ^  
.=1 j=i jfc=i 
and the log-likelihood is 
£(/3) = logfiy\tt{l3)) 
4 2 3 
= SI 5m ^09 fijk -  log (i/ . j fc!) -  fijk] 
i  j  k 
2 3 2 3 
« y-jl' - 4 51 5] (ijk 
j  k j k 
where I3 = {n Qi 71 72 (Q!7)ii (07)12)^-
Maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) of regression parameters are obtained by solving the 
IWM estimating equations, 
U(/3;y) = X%-/i(/3))=0 
where X is the model matrix that contains O's and I's corresponding to the fixed effects in /3. 
An iterative procedure must be used. One option is the Newton-Raphson algorithm. At 
the (n + l)st iteration, 
^(n+i) ^ ^ (n) ^ (x^M('^'X)-iX^[y - (2.1) 
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This algorithm can be modified by using halving steps to insure that /3 provides a larger 
value of the log-likelihood than ^ ^ 
In some cases there is a unique solution, in other cases there may be several local optima. 
Care must be taken to identify the global optimum. Denote the MLE for the IWM as then 
for large sample sizes the approximate sampling distribution is 
/3~iV(/3,(X^MX)-'). (2.2) 
When Coi;(Y) ^ M, a correction must be made. One option is to use a robust covariance 
matrix, and for this independence working model it is given by 
CovM0) = (X''MX)-^[Cw(U(/3;y))](X^MX)-^ (2.3) 
Note that the covariance matrix of the score function, U(/3;y) = X^(y - m(/3)), simplifies to 
Cot;(U(/3;y)) = X^[Cot;(y)]X. (2.4) 
Then, under mild regularity conditions and correct specification of the mean [37] [19] a consis­
tent estimator of Covr{^) is obtained by replacing Cov[y) in (2.4) with (y—m(/3)) (y—/t()3))^, 
and evaluating M at /3. 
Statistics such as the deviance and the Pearson chi-square statistic for assessing goodness 
of fit can be used to check model fit and dispersion. Table 2.2 provides values of statistics 
and the ratios of the statistics to their degrees of freedom (labeled as Value/DF in the table). 
The deviance is based on a likelihood ratio test statistic. Since the mean of a chi-square 
variable is its degrees of freedom, this ratio can be used as an indicator of overdispersion or 
underdispersion. In this example, both the deviance and Pearson chi-square criteria suggest 
overdispersion, by a factor of about 2.2 for the live larvae counts and a factor of about 5.5 for 
the cavity count data, respectively. Overdispersion is more pronounced for the cavity count 
data. The observed cavity counts in Table 2.1 range from 3 to 242 and vary greatly from block 
to block. 
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Table 2.2 Criteria for assessing goodness of fit for the IWM for V6 stage corn in 1989 
Live Larvae Count Cavity Count 
Criterion DF° Value" Value/DF DF" Value** Value/DF 
Deviance 18 43.7 2.4 18 104.3 5.8 
Pearson Chi-square 18 40.4 2.2 18 99.9 5.5 
° Degrees of freedom. 
' Value for the statistic under the "Criterion" column. 
Table 2.3 Results for the IWM and QL estimation for V6 stage corn in 1989 
Parameter Live Larvae Count Cavity Count 
0i A SEfviTM 54^ rSE^ Pi rSE" 
4.27- 0.059 0.117 0.088 5.20" 0.037 0.137 0.137 
ai -0.56' 0.098 0.137 0.107 -0.73* 0.065 0.078 0.058 
71 -1.30" 0.128 0.128 0.088 -1.73" 0.096 0.096 0.044 
72 -1.81* 0.157 0.157 0.152 -3.09" 0.178 0.178 0.236 
(Q!7)II 0.50- 0.190 0.190 0.082 0.42" 0.151 0.151 0.199 
(07)12 0.24 0.246 0.246 0.130 0.60 0.263 0.263 0.347 
0.022 0.066 
0.018 0.003 
" rWM standard error of 0i. 
^ QL standard error of /8t. 
Robust standard error of /3,-. 
* Significant Wald test of /?,• = 0 at the 0.05 level using the robust SE. 
of and arh are estimates of variance components. 
Estimates of Poisson regression parameters for the larvae and cavity counts in V6 stage corn 
are presented in Table 2.3, along with values of the IWM standard errors and robust standard 
errors from equations (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. The QL standard errors are discussed in 
the next section. In Table 2.3 the robust standard errors for the estimate of the intercept is 
roughly increased by a factor of -\/0 from the IWM standard errors for the live larvae counts. 
However, the standard errors associated with the remaining parameter estimates in the larvae 
counts and all the estimates in the cavity counts do not follow this pattern. 
For the live larvae counts, the estimate of the robust covariance matrix provides smaller 
standard errors for estimates of parameters associated with eifects of the sub-plot factor and 
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interactions than for the estimate associated with the whole-plot factor. This is what one would 
expect when the split-plot structure of the experiment is taken into account for a normal-theory 
based linear model. The robust standard error of the estimates for the whole-plot effect does 
not differ much from the standard error of the corresponding IWM estimates which ignores 
the split-plot structure of the experiment. This occurs when there is relatively little variation 
among whole plots within blocks. The robust standard error for the intercept estimate /z 
is larger than the corresponding IWM standard error which suggests the e.xistence of some 
extra-Poisson variation across whole plots or blocks. 
A similar pattern is seen for the robust and IWM standard errors of estimates of the 
intercept and whole-plot effects for the cavity counts. Robust standard errors for estimates of 
parameters associated with effects of the sub-plot factor and its interactions, however, are not 
necessarily smaller than the robust standard error for the effect of the whole-plot factor. 
2.2.3 Quasi-Iikelihood Estimation 
Another option for analyzing the live larvae counts and cavity counts is the use of quasi-
likelihood estimating equations [1] [4]. Because of the complexity of the likelihood function 
for models with random effects, maximum likelihood estimates cannot be obtained easily. 
The QL estimation method on the other hand only requires correct specification of B(y) and 
Cou(y) = Vy. Here, correlations can be accounted for in the specification of Cot;(y). In this 
section, we differentiate y from y* in our notation. We use y to represent a vector of the 
original response variables (i.e., counts), whereas y* is used to denote a working vector (to be 
defined later). This working vector is needed in the development of an approximate REML 
estimation method, REMLl. 
Under Model lA assumptions (Section 1.4.2), we have 
Poisson (/XjkBieij) 
where i = 1, • • •, 4, j = 1,2, A: = 1,2,3 in this example and Bi is the random block effect 
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for block i; ta Is the random effect for whole-plot j within block i. Also, njk = exp[fi + aj + 
'fk + iorf)jk], and the link function is log{E{yijk\Bi,iij,fijk)) = Vjk + log(Bi) + log{€ij) where 
V j k  =  /i +  aj +  7fc +  { o r r ) j k .  
This is a form of a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM). Including random effects in the 
model is one way to account for correlations. 
Without loss of generality, by assuming = 1, E{€ij) = 1, and Var(Bi) = af, V"ar(€,j) = 
o-^,, we obtain 
Vy = Cov(y) = M + M C M. 
In this example, M, as defined in the previous section, is a diagonal matrix of the means, 
and 
C = I4 ® [ffM + 1) (I2 ® I3I3 ) + <^6 lele ]• 
The unconditional mean vector is ^(y) = = exp{X(3) where 
13 = {fi ai 7i 72 (cry) 11 (07)12)^ is a vector of the regression parameters, and X is the 
corresponding model matrix. 
QL estimating equations and REML Estimation: 
Estimates of regression parameters are obtained by solving the quasi-likelihood estimating 
equations 
U(/3; ^ 2, y) = D^V;^(y - m(/3)) = 0 
where D = (|j^) = MX. 
There are several options for estimating variance components. In this example, we use an 
approximate REML (i.e., REMLl) method that we derived from approximations proposed by 
Breslow and Clayton [1]. A set of approximate REML equations associated with a working 
vector y" = X^ + M~^(y — are to be solved to obtain the estimates of the variance 
components. Details of the REMLl method are given in Chapter 3. 
A Fisher scoring algorithm is used. The approach is iterative with each iteration consisting 
of one repetition of the following equations. At the (5 + 1)'^ iteration; we compute update 
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variance component estimates 
^(.+1) ^ + (2.5) 
where 0^'^ contains the values of and &1, from the previous iteration, the first partial 
derivatives and the information matrix are obtained from the REML 
version of the approximate quasi-likelihood given by [1]. Then we compute update regression 
estimates 
^(,+1) ^ + (Drv-iD)-iDrv-i(y -/i) (2.6) 
where Vy = Cou(y), Vy is evaluated at and and D=MX is evaluated at 
The initial values of /3 are the IWM estimates, and the initial values of the variance component 
estimates are taken to be zero. 
When Vy is correctly specified and regularity conditions are satisfied, the large sample 
distribution for ^ is approximately 
3~iV(/3,(D^V;^D)-^). (2.7) 
When Cov(y) ^ Vy, a robust covariance matrix can be used. This matrix is expressed as, 
CovR0) = (D^V;iD)-i D^V7^[Cot;(y)]V-^D (D^Vy^D) (2.8) 
where D = MX and Vy = M + MCM, as previously defined. A consistent estimator of 
COVR{^) is obtained by replacing /3, in M and C with achieved at convergence 
and replacing Cou(y) with (y - . 
Estimation Results: 
Table 2.3 aJso includes the quasi-likelihood standard errors of and the REMLl estimates 
of the variance components for <t^ and Note that the estimates of /3 are identical to those 
estimated under the IWM assumptions. Firth and Harris [8] show that when the effects of 
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interest are multiplicative (e.g., log linear) in a balanced split-plot model the quasi-likelihood 
equations reduce to two sets of IWM likelihood equations multiplied by different combinations 
of variance components. In such cases, QL estimation for f3 is the same as maximum likelihood 
estimation for the independence working model. This is analogous to the normal-theory based 
linear model for a balanced split-plot design where generalized least-squares estimators can be 
simplified to ordinary least-squares estimators. 
For model lA the QL standard errors associated with the intercept and the whole-plot 
effect are larger than those obtained under the IWM assumptions. However, the QL standard 
errors associated with the sub-plot effects and the interactions are identical to those obtained 
under the IWM assumptions. The IWM covariance matrix of the estimates /3 in (2.2) and the 
QL covariance matrix of ^ in (2.7) have the form (X^BX)"^, where B is M and M(M -t-
MCM)"^M for the IWM covariance and QL covariance matrix, respectively. For model 
lA, these two covariance matrices have identical elements for the rows and columns that are 
associated with the subplot and interaction estimates. In addition, the robust estimators from 
the IWM estimation (2.3) and from the quasi-likelihood estimation (2.8) produce the same 
result. Therefore, there is no need to compute the QL robust covariance matrix (2.3) in this 
case. 
Table 2.4 shows the predicted means { f i j k }  and their standard errors based on the asymp­
totic (IWM and QL) covariance matrices. These standard errors are computed using the delta 
method described in Appendix B.I. They suggest that the live larvae counts and cavity counts 
are highest when there is no sub-plot treatment and lowest when the carbofuran sub-plot treat­
ment is applied regardless of which whole-plot treatment (with fungus or without fungus) is 
used (Figure 2.1). However, these estimated means suggest some degree of interaction between 
the whole-plot treatments and sub-plot treatments. For both counts, the effect of using the 
fungus, B. bassiana, is much larger when neither carbofuran nor B. thuringiensis is used as a 
sub-plot treatment. On the other hand, either B. thuringiensis or carbofuran can reduce the 
larvae and cavity counts effectively with or without the fungus treatment. These interactions 
are significant, based on the Wald test described in Appendix B.2, for both cavity counts 
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Table 2.4 Estimated means and their standard errors based on estimates of 
asymptotic covariance matrices of ^ 
Parameter Live Larvae Count Cavity Count 
Estimate SEhL Estimate SE/WM SEqi, 
18.3 4.27 5.6 23.5 4.8 7.9 
/il2 8.5 2.92 3.4 7.3 2.7 3.3 
40.8 4.51 7.3 87.3 6.6 17.6 
^•21 19.5 3.12 4.2 32.0 4.0 7.2 
M22 11.8 2.42 2.9 8.3 2.0 2.5 
^23 71.5 4.23 8.3 181.3 6.7 24.9 
Hjk  is the mean for the jth whole plot and kth  subplot. 
^ Standard error of the estimated mean, fijk, from the IWM estimation. 
Standard error of the estimated mean, iljk from the QL estimation. 
(p=.003) and live larvae counts (p=.03). The results are summarized in Table 2.5. 
The estimated Corr(y,) in the i-th block, where y,— (y,ii,y,i2.J/ii3fl/«2i,y«22,yi23)^. and 
yijk is a count for the block i, whole plot j, and subplot k, given below indicates that the 
within block and between whole-plot correlation for the larvae counts is about 0.25 (i.e., the 
average of the olf-diagonal correlations in the 3x3 off-diagonal matrix) and b\la\, is about 
1.2 (Table 2.3). 
1 0.33 0.51 0.24 0.20 0.31 
0.33 1 0.40 0.18 0.16 0.24 
0.51 0.40 1 0.29 0.24 0.37 
0.24 0.18 0.29 1 0.38 0.57 
0.20 0.16 0.24 0.38 1 0.49 
0.31 0.24 0.37 0.57 0.49 1 
For the cavity counts the estimated Corr(yi) given below shows that the (average) es­
timated whole-plot correlation is 0.58 and the ^ Table 2.3 for the variance 
components estimates). 
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B. bassiana 
B. thurtngiensis caitwfuian 
Subplot Treatment 
none 
B. bassiana 
B. thuiingiensis caibofuian 
Subplot Treatment 
Figure 2.1 Predicted means for the live larvae and cavity counts 
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Table 2.5 Wald tests of the effects based on the IWM and QL covariance 
matrices for ^ 
Response IWM QL 
Variable Source DF Wald" p-val"* Wald" p-val'' 
Live Whole-plot 1 32.8 <.0001 16.8 <.0001 
Larvae Subplot 2 200.6 <.0001 200.6 <.0001 
Count Interaction 2 7.0 .0302 7.0 .0302 
Cavity Whole-plot 1 125.9 <.0001 87.6 <.0001 
Count Subplot 2 581.5 <.0001 581.5 <.0001 
Interaction 2 11.9 .0026 11.9 .0026 
° Wald statistic. 
^ p-value from a chi-square distribution with the Wald statistic and 
the given degrees of freedom (DF). 
1 0.46 0.73 0.62 0.45 0.72 
0.46 1 0.54 0.46 0.33 0.53 
0.73 0.54 1 0.73 0.53 0.84 
0.62 0.46 0.73 1 0.50 0.80 
0.45 0.33 0.53 0.50 1 0.58 
0.72 0.53 0.84 0.80 0.58 1 
These estimates of correlations suggest that the whole plots are moderately correlated for 
the cavity counts and more nearly independent for the larvae counts. Since these estimated 
correlations depend on the accuracy of the variance component estimates, however, it is not 
clear how good these estimated correlations are. For the small block size used in this study, 
the estimates of the variance components are most likely quite poor. 
2.2.4 Transformation of Counts 
A common practice in analyzing count data from split-plot designs is to apply anedysis 
of variance (ANOVA) to either the counts or the square root transformation of the observed 
counts. Table 2.6 presents the ANOVA results. The interactions are highly significant for both 
the transformed and untransformed counts. As we discussed in Section 2.2.3, the effect of using 
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the fungus is much greater when neither carbofuran nor B. thuringiensis is used. The means 
for each whole-plot by sub-plot treatment combination, averaging across block.<t; are listed in 
Table 2.7. The Wald tests in Table 2.5 and the ANOVA results in Table 2.6 suggest the same 
conclusions. However, the p-values based on untransformed counts do not match the p-values 
from QL approach closely for some of the effects, especially for the whole-plot effect. This is 
somewhat expected since the asymptotic chi-square approximation for the null distribution of 
the Wald test may not adequately account for variation in the test statistic in small samples 
resulting in a tendency to reject the null hypothesis too often. 
Table 2.6 Split-plot analysis of variance for observed counts and square root transformation 
of counts 
Live Larvae Count Cavity Count 
Source DF" SS" p-val" DF SS p-val 
Observed Counts 
Block 3 529.13 .2422 3 4268.17 .1452 
Whole-plot 1 828.38 .0431 1 7141.50 .0212 
Errorl" 3 217.46 - 3 1085.50 -
Subplot 2 9547.00 .0001 2 73985.33 .0001 
W^S*" 2 1087.00 .0003 2 10677.00 .0022 
Error2'^ 12 368.67 - 12 6050.33 -
Square Root Transformation 
Block 3 6.33 .2104 3 14.44 .0636 
Whole-plot 1 5.04 .0814 1 16.51 .0142 
Errorl" 3 2.26 - 3 1.87 -
Subplot 2 80.18 .0001 2 314.29 .0001 
W*S^ 2 4.05 .0053 2 17.26 .0029 
Error2'= 12 2.91 - 12 10.48 -
" Whole-plot error. 
^ Interaction between whole plots and 1. 
1 error. 
DF = degrees of freedom. SS = Sum of Squares, p-val = p-value of the F statistic 
Table 2.6 shows that the mean square of the whole-plot error (Errorl) and the mean square 
of the sub-plot error (Error2) are 72 and 30 for the live larvae counts, and 361 and 504 for the 
cavity counts, respectively. This indicates that the whole-plot variance may be much smaller 
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Table 2.7 Means and standard deviations of the live larvae and cavity counts 
Whole- Sub­ Live Larvae Count Cavity Count 
plot plot Mean SD N Mean SD N 
Observed Counts 
1 1 18.3 4.03 4 23.5 10.97 4 
1 2 8.5 6.14 4 7.3 2.63 4 
1 3 40.8 7.97 4 87.3 16.32 4 
2 1 19.5 2.38 4 32.0 9.52 4 
2 2 11.8 6.29 4 8.3 5.12 4 
2 3 71.5 14.46 4 181.3 57.37 4 
Square Root Transformation of Counts 
1 1 4.3 0.47 4 4.7 1.16 4 
1 2 2.8 1.08 4 2.7 0.47 4 
1 3 6.4 0.62 4 9.3 0.90 4 
2 1 4.4 0.26 4 5.6 0.85 4 
2 2 3.3 1.09 4 2.8 0.93 4 
2 3 8.4 0.91 4 13.3 2.23 4 
than the sub-plot variance for the cavity count data. This gives us some indication why the 
robust standard errors for the estimates of sub-plot effects are larger than the robust standard 
errors for the estimate of whole-plot effect in the cavity count data set. 
2.3 Example 2: A Study of Bird Abundance and Habitats 
2.3.1 Description 
An observational study was conducted to investigate the relationship of bird species abun­
dance to availability of different types of habitats. A total of 136 blocks (i.e., square mile plots 
of land) were selected at random from grids placed on the map of certain watersheds in Iowa. 
A 100 X 400 meter rectangle was located in the interior of each block. Each rectangle contained 
2 rows of non-overlapping circular areas, 4 in each row. Each circular area was 50 meters in 
diameter and the number birds of each species found in each circle was recorded. Satellite 
images of surrounding habitats were used to identify percentages of various types of habitat 
within circles of 50, 200, 400, 800, and 1600 meters in diameter measured from the center of 
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each of the eight 50-meter circles in each block. For the purpose of our analyses, we used the 
habitat information from the 200-meter circles. A total of 94 bird species were counted but we 
only analyze counts for red wing black birds. 
The habitat variables were recorded as percentages of the area of the 200-meter circle. The 
most common habitat, row crops, was dropped from the analyses to eliminate the collinearity 
arising from the fact that the percentages must sum to 100%. The following 9 habitat variables 
were used in our analyses. They are listed in the order in which they are presented in subsequent 
tables. 
1. pasture: including pasture land and alfalfa fields. 
2. grass: undisturbed grasslands including conservation reserve land. 
3. farm-stead: areas containing houses, farm buildings, and farm lots. 
4. pond: areas covered by farm ponds. 
5. waterways: including streams and strips of grassy cover along the banks of streams or 
waterways. 
6. woodland: including both dense forest and open woodland. 
7. herbaceous strips: strips of land along fences, field borders, terraces or buffer strips with 
herbaceous cover but no trees. 
8. woody strips: including strips of land along roads, fences, or borders of fields that contcun 
trees or large woody shrubs. 
9. roadsides: including roads and strips of herbaceous cover along road sides. 
2.3.2 Estimation Methods and Assumptions 
In this example, the blocks are at least one mile apart and are taken to be independent units, 
but the count in the circular areas within each block are allowed to be correlated. Therefore, 
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one option is to analyze these data as repeated measurements using methods similar to those 
proposed by Thall and Vail [33]. In this approach we have 
Poisson 
as the conditional distribution of the count given a specific circle in a specific block. Here, 
Hit = exp{Xit^), /3 = (/3o>/?ii • Xit = •*-tp = 9,t = 136,4 = 
1, • • •, 8,. Furthermore, Bi is the I'th random block effect, is the random effect for circle t  in 
block t, Xitp is the proportion of the p-th habitat in block i the circle f, pp is the coefficient of 
X.tp). 
Similar to the assumptions for Model lA, we can assume that the Bi are independently 
distributed with E{Bi) = 1 and Var{Bi) = af, and the are independent with E{^it) = 1 
and Var(^,t) = In addition, Bi and are mutually independent. Then the unconditional 
means and variances of the counts are 
E{Yit) = flit 
Var{Yit) = + + 
Cov{Yit,Yiu) = for t#"-
The covariance matrix for the counts from the circles in block i is 
Cot;(Y,-) = Yi = Mi + MfCMf 
where M,- is a 8x8 diagonal matrix with diagonal elements and C = ffc • 
Then, Cou(Y) = V is a block diagonal matrix with V,- as the diagonal blocks, i = 1, • • •, 136. 
In this example, the IWM and QL estimation methods are applied as described in Example 
1. For IWM estimation, (2.1) is used to obtain estimates of /3 and (2.3) is used to obtain a 
robust covariance matrix. For QL estimation, (2.5) and (2.6) are used iteratively to obtain 
the estimates of the variance components and and (2.8) is used to compute the robust 
covariance results. 
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2.3.3 Results 
Figure 2.2 shows the frequency distribution of the red wing blade bird counts across 1088 
circles. Table 2.8 provides descriptive statistics for the 9 habitat variables and counts as well 
as percentage of the 1088 circles (i.e., 136 blocks x 8 circles) that have zero count for each 
specific habitat type or red wing black birds. 
0 10 20 30 40 50 
Red Wing Black BM Counts 
Figure 2.2 Frequency distribution of the red wing black bird 
counts 
Table 2.8 indicates that red wing black birds were not observed in thirty-one percent of the 
circles. The average count is 5 and the maximum count is 45 birds in a circle. It is obvious 
from the histogram that the distribution of these counts is very skewed. Among the 9 habitat 
types, 7 are found in fewer than 50% of the circles across all blocks. However, the mean of 
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Table 2.8 Descriptive statistics of the proportion of area in 200 meter circles covered 
by various types of habitats and the red wing black bird count (N = 1088)° 
Standard %of 
Variable Mean Deviation Minimum Maximum zeros^ 
pasture 0.122 0.218 0 0.990 56.8 
grass 0.086 0.191 0 1.000 65.3 
farmstead 0.012 0.033 0 0.223 77.6 
pond 0.003 0.014 0 0.215 90.0 
waterways 0.007 0.013 0 0.097 49.1 
woodland 0.028 0.078 0 0.652 71.0 
herb, strips 0.020 0.032 0 0.338 20.4 
woody strips 0.005 0.008 0 0.061 53.2 
roadsides 0.012 0.020 0 0.101 70.5 
bird count 5.012 6.348 0 45.000 31.1 
® yV = 136 blocks X 8 circles. 
% of zeros = percentages of 1088 observations with zero values. 
the proportions of the habitat types are not necessarily correlated with the "% of zeros". For 
example, the "herb strips" type is present in about 80% of the circles with a mean proportion 
of 0.02, whereas the "woodland" type is present in 29% of the circles with a mean of 0.03. Four 
percent (44 circles) of the circles do not have any of the 9 habitats (are entirely rowcrops). 
The percentages of the circles with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 or more habitat types are 11.7%, 
17.2%, 19.3%, 18.4%, 14.6%, 8.9%, 5.1%, and 0.8%, respectively. 
Table 2.9 shows the goodness of fit assessment for the independence working model and 
the IWM estimates. The "Value/DF" ratio indicates overdispersion of the data. Based on the 
Pearson chi-square statistic this ratio is about 6 which suggests that the IWM standard errors 
should roughly be increased by a factor of about -^6. 
In Table 2.10, the robust standard errors more or less reflect this increase, ranging from a 
factor of 1.99 to a factor of 4.37. The QL estimates of 0 are different from the IWM estimates 
because this is not a balanced split-plot design. In this example, the IWM assumption is 
most likely incorrect since the overdispersion factor is large and the model has a poor fit. 
The robust standard errors from the QL estimation agree quite well with the QL standard 
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Table 2.9 Criteria for assessing goodness of fit for the IVt'M 
for the red wing black bird counts 
Criterion DF" Value'' Value/DF 
Deviance 
Pearson 
1078 
1078 
6051.9 
6855.8 
5.6 
6.4 
" Degrees of freedom. 
^ The value of the statistic under the "criterion" column. 
errors. This suggests that the covariance structure used in the QL estimation is a reasonable 
approximation. Use of the robust standard errors from the IWM approach also provide about 
the same inferences as the QL approach. Use of the IWM standard errors leads to overstating 
the significance of some habitat variables. 
Relatively large positive QL estimates of coefficients for pond, waterways, woody strips, 
and roadsides suggest that red wing blackbirds are more abundant when there are larger areas 
covered by ponds, waterways, woody strips and roadsides. The negative coefficients for farm 
stead and woodland suggest that red wing black birds avoid these areas, but these two estimates 
are not statistically significantly different from zero. Standard errors are relatively large for 
the estimates associated with pond, waterways, woody strips (2.55, 3.37, 5.17 , respectively). 
This is an indication that the variability is high and the precision is low in estimating these 
regression parameters. 
2.4 Example 3: Nest Predation of Ground Nesting Birds 
Binary responses in split-plot and other nested designs are also common in ecological and 
agricultural experiments. Logistic regression models are often used for binary data. As an 
illustration we review results from a nest predation study conducted by T. Bergin and L. Best, 
Department of Animal Ecology, Iowa State University, and K. Freemark, National Wildlife 
Centre, Environment Canada. The study description and model assumptions are given below. 
The detailed results are discussed in [17] and will not be repeated here except for a few key 
findings. 
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Table 2.10 IWM estimates, QL estimates, and standard errors 
for the red wing black bird count data 
Parameter IWM QL 
Pi Pi Pi 
intercept 0.87* 0.029 0.108 0.85* 0.088 0.112 
pasture 0.74* 0.063 0.211 0.74* 0.210 0.253 
grass 1.85* 0.054 0.187 1.54* 0.242 0.243 
farmstead -2.16 0.466 1.292 -1.56 1.199 1.291 
pond 5.55* 0.610 1.511 10.74* 2.553 2.721 
waterways 11.79* 1.030 4.511 13.95* 3.370 3.717 
woodland -0.36 0.198 0.704 -0.52 0.530 0.562 
herb, strips 4.81* 0.332 0.662 3.45* 1.265 0.996 
woody strips 7.28 1.685 5.088 10.36* 5.168 4.126 
roadsides 12.30* 0.651 1.866 13.07* 1.812 2.148 
® IWM standard error of 4t. 
Robust standard error of 4t. 
* Significant Wald test of 0i = 0 at the 0.05 level using the robust SE. 
Note: the REML estimates are <5-^=0.369 and &^=0.675. 
2.4.1 Description 
Transects consisting of two rows of nests, with 5 nests in each row, were set up in 136 
locations along roadsides in 6 watersheds located in agricultural landscapes in South-Central 
Iowa. Rocids generally create a grid of 1-square mile sections in each watershed. Sections were 
randomly selected from these grids. One transect was placed in each section selected for the 
study. The roadside was randomly selected from the four sides of the square section subject 
to the constraints: 1) transects in different sections could not be located on opposite sides 
of the same segment of road to maintain independence of results in different transects, and 
2) the transect could not cross drsunages, watercourses, or roadways which might artificially 
divide the transect into different segments preventing predators from treating each transect as 
a unit. A 200-meter wide buffer was maintained at the end of each road segment to avoid road 
intersections. The transect was randomly positioned between the end buffers. 
The transects were located in the drainage ditches along the road sides. Each trajisect 
contained two rows of artificial nests, with one row placed 2 meters from the road edge (along 
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the fore-slope of the drainage ditch) and the other row located along the back-slope of the 
drainage ullch. Each row contained 5 nests spaced 20 meters apart and the rows were offset. 
Tvvu Coturnix quail eggs were placed in each nest. For each transect, the nests were checked 
at the end of a 7 day exposure period during June, the main breeding season for common 
farm land birds. If at least one egg was broken or removed from a nest, the rest was recorded 
as having been subject to predation. Potential predators included raccoons, striped skunks, 
red fox, coyotes, mink, badgers, grackles, crows, bullsnakes, and rodents. Nests destroyed by 
heavy rainfall or other causes not related to predation were eliminated from the study. 
The data consist of the number predated nests and the total number of nests in both the 
fore-slope and back-slope of each transect along with information on the local environment for 
each transect. The road adjacent to the transect was classified as either paved or unpaved. 
The habitat adjacent to the other side of the transect was classified as either row crop or 
non-row crop. The border between the transect and the adjacent habitat was classified into 
three categories; herbaceous (<5% woody cover) without a fence, herbaceous with a fence, or 
wooded (at least 5% woody cover). Fences ajid woody cover provide perches for avian predators 
and shelter for raccoons and other predators. These are the whole plot (between transects) 
factors. The fore-slope/back-slope fax:tor is a sub-plot (within transect) factor. 
2.4.2 Independence Working Model 
Assuming independent outcomes for all nests, we can specify the model as follows. Let 
be independent Bernoulli variables with 
Yijk ~ Bernoulli (ffij) 
where i = 1,2, • • •, 136 (transects), j = 1,2 (slopes), fc = 1,2, • • •, 5 (nests) and 
1 if nest is disturbed 
0 otherwise. 
= i"ty = Pf(a nest in the j-th subplot of the i-th transect is disturbed by a predator). 
Then, Yij ~ Bin where is the number of disturbed nests and rnj is the total 
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number of exposed nests in the j-th subplot of the i-th transect. The mean and variance of 
this binomial variable can be expressed as 
Hij = E{Yij) = UijiTij and Var(Yij) = n, j7r,j(l - TTfj).  
A logistic regression is used to investigate how 7r,j is affected by nearby environmental 
conditions. For this model 
log f-——) = ^0 + l3iZu -I 1- + ffyZjij 
^ 1 - TTij f 
where Zi,-, • ••,2^61 are the whole-plot covariates defined as follows: 
( 0 paved road 
^1.- = { 
1 unpaved road 
r 0 non — row crop 
^2.- = { 
1 row crop 
f 0 fence or wooded 
Z3i = { 
1 herbaceous/no fence 
r 0 fence but not wooded or herbaceous 
^4.- = { 
1 wooded 
Zu = ZiiZzi 
Zei — ZiiZ^i 
and the sub-plot covariate is 
f 0 foreslope 
Z7ii = { 
1 backslope 
Aside from interactions represented by Zs and Zq other interactions were not found to be 
significant and are not included here. 
As in Example 1, the goal of this approach is to maximize a 'forking" likelihood function 
that is based on the incorrect assumption that the result for any nest is independent of the 
result for any other nest. Therefore, we need aji adjustment to the IWM covariance matrix of 
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the regression parameter estimates by computing a robust estimate of the covariance matrix. 
The development of various equations are given as follows. 
The log-likelihood of the 0 given the independent binomial counts {Vi, } is 
y) = £ ^  {log \  + yij log(7r<j) + (mj -  yij) log(l - tt.j)} 
«=ii=i \ Vij / 
where 
exp(z^/3) 
1 + exp(z^-^) 
and z,j = (1 Zii Za,- Za,- Za Z^i Zei Zji)'^ and /3 is a 8 x 1 vector of the regression 
parameters, m is number of transects, s is number of subplots. 
Then, the likelihood equations are 
0 = U(/3) = = f; Dfvr^W.b,- - 7r,(/3)] 
1=1 
where 
HiL 'r,i(/3) 
Pt = nn 
Vtl 
. lis . 
7r.(/3) = 
. t.-2(/3) _ 
W. = n,-i 0 
0 ni2 
V.= 
TilCl - TTil) 0 
0 ;r,-2(l - TTiz) 
W.[p.-7r.(/3)] = 
y.i - «iit,I(/3) 
yi2 - n.-2Jri2(^) 
D. = 
= V.Z.. 
1 Zu 
1 Zu 
Zei Zfii 
Zei Z7i2 
These likelihood equations can be simplified to 
m m 
0 = E Df vr^ w.[pi - =5; zrw.-[pi -
t=i t=i 
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The MLE's obtained by maximizing the above likelihood are approximately distributed as 
a normal distribution, i.e., 
-i> 
3iwm ~ ^ 53 ZfW-/^V,W|/^Zi 
L«=l 
The robust estimator for Cov(/9iwm) computed using (2.3) and can be simplified to 
CouR (^iwm) — 
Li=l 
-I 
£ zfw|/2v.. • Y. zrw.(pi - ici)(p. - ififvfiZi 
L«=l 
-1 
^ zfwy^Viwy^ 
1=1 
where V,- is evaluated at 
2.4.3 Quasi-likelihood Estimation 
QL estimation provides an alternative approach that may improve the efficiency of the 
estimator for /3 by incorporating information on correlations and extra-binomial variation. 
For this problem we can specify the first and second moments for each whole plot as follows: 
( Yii nuiTii 
= W.-7ri EiY,) = E = 
\ 1 i _ nt2Tt2 
Cot;(Y.) = Cot;(W.p.) = W.-Cou(p,)Wi 
where p, = W,"^Y,-, E(p,) = 
In this analysis, sub-plot correlations and extra-variation are incorporated into the estima­
tion method by assuming the following covariance structure for the i-th transect (i.e., the i-th 
whole plot); 
Si = Cov{pi) 
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gnr.i(l-iru) 
n,i 
I /fliiriid-Tru) ga7r.a(l-ir.a)\ 
\y n.l n,2 J 
(\/^ -^Tii) SitTi2U—irii) "ij gaff.a(l-ir.2) n,2 
1/2 
di 0 
1/2 1 
1—» 
»
 1 
0
 1 
1 
0
 1 • 1 0
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l/2w-l/2 vv'w: 
where V,- and W,- are as defined previously. This allows for diflFerent levels of extra-binomial 
variation in the foreslope and backsiope counts. 
Then, the generalized estimating equations can be written as, 
m 
0 = 5;zfV.W.S-i(p.-7r.). 
«=i 
However, in order to estimate the regression parameters, /3, we need to estimate the extra 
variation and correlation parameters. Here we use ratio estimators based on the method of 
moments; 
= 
1=1 
1 
IT —jr,i(l - iTij) 
i=i "'J 
(2.9) 
and 
5^(p.i - ^ii){Pi2 - jr.^) 
7 = 
t=i (2.10) 
53 ^ tl(l - - iti2) 
t=l 
Estimates can be obtained using a Newton-Raphson algorithm: 
1. Set = iSiwM estimate 
2. Estimate 9j and 7 by substituting into (2.9) and (2.10). 
3. At the (r + l)st iteration compute 
where = 
»=i 
Lt=l 
-1 (r) 
and V,-, S,-, iti are evaluated at /3q£. 
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Table 2.11 Estimation results for the IWM and QL approaches 
Parameter Logistic Regression Quasi-likelihood 
A- A- 5% robustSE^, SE3. 
intercept -2.22 0.23 0.30 -2.23 0.35 
road type(2^i) 0.28 0.20 0.29 0.27 0.30 
adj. habitat (Z2) 0.48 0.17 0.25 0.49 0.27 
no border fence(Z3) 0.29 0.35 0.62 0.29 0.55 
woody border(Z4) 1.11 0.23 0.36 1.14 0.35 
Z1Z3 -1.28 0.45 0.73 -1.28 0.70 
Z2Z4 -1.43 0.35 0.59 -1.42 0.55 
slope(Z7) 0.79 0.14 0.16 0.78 0.16 
Extra Variation: 01 = 1.62 $2 = 2.08 7 =0.29 
The QL estimator of ^ has the following approximate distribution: 
3ql £ ZfV.W.-S-^W.V.Zf ^ 
2.4.4 Analysis Results 
Table 2.11 displays the results for both approaches. The IWM and QL estimates of the 
regression parameters are nearly the same. The IWM standard errors corresponding to whole 
plot effects are consistently lower than the robust standard errors due to presence of extra 
binomial variation and positive correlations among the binary responses for nests within tran­
sects. The robust and QL standard errors are also larger than the IWM standard error for the 
estimate of the eifect of the sub-plot factor because the adjustment for extra binomial variation 
offsets the adjustment for positive correlation among results for nests within transects. The 
QL standard errors are similar to the robust standard errors. The robust estimator provides a 
good adjustment to the IWM covariance matrix for yS. In [17], p-values from Wald tests and 
F-tests obtained from split-plot ANOVA on proportions and the arcsin y/P transformation are 
also presented. The results are very similar. This suggests that simple ANOVA methods need 
not be always ruled out. Use of the transformation provides a closer match with the p-values 
&om the QL approach. However, without the transformation, the ANOVA results are not 
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seriously misleading either. So, in summary, differences in results from the three approaches 
(IWM with robust covariance estimation, QL estimation, and ANOVA) are small relative to 
the ability of any of the models to approximate the true underlying biological relationships. 
Based on these results, it seems to be a reasonable option to apply ANOVA in some cases. 
However, the similarity between a linear model and a generalized linear model with a logistic 
link function will deteriorate when the response probabilities approach either zero or one, and 
a logistic model would generally be preferred when these situations arise. 
2.5 Discussion 
Results from the 3 examples suggest the following. When a split-plot design is balanced as 
in Example 1 and the effects are multiplicative [8] QL estimation can be simplified, and the 
estimates of parameters for fixed effects are the same as in the case of independent observations. 
The robust estimator of the covariance matrix of /9 generated under the IWM assumption is 
a reasonable estimator to use for inference. In addition, the ANOVA results and the Wald 
tests yield the same conclusions for the example. Example 3 is an application with binary 
counts as the response. The destruction of some nests due to heavy rainfall resulted in some 
imbalance and estimates of /3 from the IWM and QL methods are close but not quite the 
same. However,the robust standard errors of 0 under the IWM estimation are very close to 
the QL standard errors, and there should be little loss of efficiency in using IWM estimation. 
The ANOVA results in this example again agree with those from the Wald tests. Example 2 
illustrates a study that does not have a balanced design. The results suggest that use of the 
IWM estimation approach may not be as desirable as use of the QL estimation method. 
Based on the findings in this chapter, we design simulation studies to investigate the fol­
lowing issues in the analysis of count data from nested designs. As in these examples, we use 
a block variance and a whole-plot variance as the two variance components in Cov(y) for the 
simulation studies. The issues: 
• How good are ANOVA methods, possibly using variance stabilizing transformations? 
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How do we deal with correlations and overdispersion in determining reliable standard 
errors and tests of hypotheses? 
What is the loss of efficiency in using IWM methods to estimate parameters? 
How many blocks or whole plots are needed to accurately estimate variance components? 
How accurate are approximate REML methods? 
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CHAPTER 3 ESTIMATION OF VARIANCE COMPONENTS 
3.1 Introduction 
Searle, Casella, and McCulloch [31] give a brief history of the methods that are currently 
available for estimating variance components for linear models in Chapter 2 of their book. Esti­
mation of the variance components originated from one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for 
random effects models. In this book, the "ANOVA method" refers to the method of estimating 
variance components by the procedure of equating sums of squares to their expected values. 
This method is also known as the method of moments. However, as pointed out by the authors, 
potential shortcomings of the ANOVA method include the possibility of negative estimates, 
lack of distributional properties, and problems with unbalanced data. Consequently, other 
methods have been developed. These methods include maximum likelihood estimation (ML), 
restricted maximum likelihood estimation (REML), minimum norm estimation (MINQUE), 
the dispersion-mean model, and Bayes estimation. 
As noted by Harville [11] bias in maximum likelihood estimation results from failure to 
account for the loss in degrees of freedom resulting from estimation of fixed effects. The "loss 
in degrees of freedom" problem is addressed by the REML procedure. The REML approach is 
a ML technique applied to the likelihood function associated with a set of "error contrasts", 
i.e., a contrast a^y satisfying E(a^y) = 0 for all where are unknown fixed parameters 
and 13 6 {Euclidean p-space} in a general linear mixed model such as y = -I- Za -f e, 
where a is a vector of random effects with E(a) = 0, Var(a) = D, E(e) = 0, V"ar(e) = R. 
Then Var{y) = V = ZDZ^ -I- R. The elements of V are functions of some m-dimensional 
parameter vector 9 = (®i, . • • •»and SI is the parameter space of the 0 -vectors. X and 
Z are design matrices for fixed and random effects, respectively. Any set of error contrasts 
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contains at most n~p' linearly independent error contrasts, where p" = rank(X). 
The basic features of the REML procedure are as follows. 
• The general linear mixed model y = X/3 + Za + e, E{y) = X/3, and Var(y) = V = 
ZDZ^ + R for e ~ N{0, R) and a ~ N{0, D). 
• Pick a set of n - p" linearly independent error contrasts, u = A^y, then X^A = 0. 
• Based on these assumptions, u = A^y ~ iV(0, A^'VA), and the likelihood function 
provided by the error contrasts is 
for 0 & CI. 
m Then after some matrix substitutions, Harvilie simplified the above likelihood to the 
following log-likelihood form. 
^(e;y)= - ilog[det(V)]-ilog[det(X-^V-^X-)] 
-  I { y - x 0 f v - ' { y - x $ )  f o r  d e n  
where X* is a n x p' matrix whose columns are any p' linearly independent columns of 
X. 
• The REML equations, 
' '=wr 
where P = V~^ — V~^X(X^V~^X)~X^V~^, are obtained by setting the first order 
partial derivatives of L equal to zero. 
• The {ik) -th element of the Fisher information matrix is 
• The REML estimator, 0 can be obtained using numerical methods such as the Fisher 
scoring algorithm, 
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Many of the applications of methods for variance components estimation have been de­
voted to the Massical" linear models and linear mixed models assuming normality. Since the 
introduction of generalized linear mixed models for discrete data, new methods have been de­
veloped using the REML idea. Computational issues, such as evaluation of high dimensional 
integrals, often deter the application of exact REML methodology. Breslow and Clayton [1] 
focus attention on an approximation to REML estimation for genersdized linear models. Drum 
and McCullagh [5] published an alternative approximation to the REML approach for logis­
tic mixed models. In addition to approximate REML methods we will consider a method of 
moments estimator for variance component estimation. 
The next three sections discuss details of these methods, provide some new developments 
for count data and illustrate their applications. Results of a simulation study comparing 
estimators of variance components from these three methods will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
3.2 Restricted Maximum Likelihood Estimation Method 1 (REMLl) 
In their approach to approximate inference in generalized linear models, Breslow and Clay­
ton [1] combine a quasi-likelihood approach for regression parameter estimation with an ap­
proximate REML approach for variance component estimation. Given a 9-dimensional vector 
of random effects a, the observed responses, yi,...,yni are assumed to be conditionally in­
dependent with means E{yi\&) = nf and variances Vor(y,|a) = where V(') is a 
specified variance function, c,- is a known constant and is a dispersion parameter that may 
be unknown. The conditional mean of y,- is related to the linear predictor 
,f = x?|3 + zt. 
by a link function 
5(mf) = rif 
with inverse h  —  Here, /3 is a p x 1 vector of fixed effects, and x,- and Zi are vectors of 
explanatory variables associated with the iixed and random effects, respectively, for the i-th 
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case. Then the vector of conditional means can be expressed as 
£'(y(a) = A(X/3 + Za) 
where the i-th row of X is xj and the i-th row of Z is zj. Breslow and Clayton completed the 
model by assuming 
a ~ ^ (0, D) 
where the covariance matrix D = D(tf) depends on an unknown vector 9 of variance compo­
nents. 
The integrated quasi-likelihood function used to estimate (;3,0) is defined as 
-ia^D~'a](ia (3.1) 
where 
denotes the deviance measure of fit. If conditionally on a, y i , . . . , y n  are sampled from a 
distribution in the exponential family with variance function V(-), then 
M i )  =  2 < ^ { £ ( y ;  y . - ,  < ^ )  -  ( ( y ;  M i ,  < A ) }  
where £(y; fi, <f>) is the conditional likelihood for y given y.. 
Using the Laplace method for integral approximation (Tierney and Kadane [35]), Breslow 
and Clayton obtained an approximation to the logarithm of the quasi-likelihood, 
g£(/3,e) w -ilogll + Z^WZDI 
^ di{yuMi) - ' (3.2) 
where a is chosen to maximize the sum of the last two terms, and is a diagonal matrix with 
diagonal elements 
Wii = {(pCiV{iii)W{fii)?}~^ 
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that are called the GLM iterated weights (McCullagh and Nelder [22], Section 2.5). Assuming 
that the wu change slowly as a function of fif, the first term in (3.2) is ignored and 13 is 
estimated by maximizing the last two terms in (3.2), Then, (/3,a) = where 
a(0) = a{0{O)), jointly maximize the penalized quasi-likelihood 
Differentiation of (3.3) with respect to /3 and a yields the equations 
 ^ {yi - )x.-
(3.3) 
and 
{yi - aif )zt 
= 0 
-D-^b = 0.  
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Defining a working vector y*, where the i-th element is T/f + (t/,- - nf)g'{fii), the solution to 
(3.4) and (3.5) is the solution to the system 
/a"  x^wy-
1/ z^wy 
(3.6) X^WX X^WZD 
Z^WX I+Z^WZD 
where a = Di/. This is aJso the system of equations derived by Harville [11] for best linear 
unbiased estimation (BLUE) of 0 and best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) of a in the 
normal theory model. Equations (3.6) can be solved by first solving for ^ in 
(x^v-^x)/3 = x^v-v 
where V is V'ar(y*) = V = W~^ + ZDZ^ evaluated at 0. Then compute 
a = Di> = DZ^V-Hy* - X3). 
Consequently, one may use (X^V~^X)~^ as an approximate covariance matrix for )3, but 
this ignores additional finite sample variability introduced by the estimation of the vector of 
variance components 0. 
Substituting the solutions to (3.6) into (3.2), replacing the deviance S<i,(y,-,^f) with the 
Pearson statistic E(yt — /if)^/[ct V'(^f)], and ignoring the dependence of W on yields an 
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approximate profile quasi-likelihood function 
qiim.e) a log|Vl - I (y- - x3)^V-i(y- - X/3) (3.7) 
for inference on 6. This would be an exact profile likelihood, given /3, if y* had a joint normal 
distribution. 
Mirroring the normal theory case, an adjustment for degrees of freedom for using in (3.7) 
instead of <3 is provided by a REML version of the approximate profile quasi-likelihood, 
qt{m,e) « -ilog|V|-ilog|X^V-iX| 
-|(y"-X^)^V-i(y--X3), (3.8) 
This corresponds to REML estimation for normal theory mixed linear models, but complete 
justification requires /3 and 0 to be orthogonal and the information for $ to be X^V~^X. 
Neither condition is exactly true for a generalized linear model. 
Defining P = V~^ — V~^X(X^V~^X)~^X^V~^ and differentiating (3.8) with respect to 
the elements of 6 yields the estimating equations for the variance parameters: 
-i [(y- - X/Sj'-V- ^  V-(y- - x/3) - ir(P^ = 0. (3.9) 
The corresponding Fisher information has (j. A:) element 
av _ 1 f^dy^dv\  
I j k -  2  V  d d j  d e  J  
Estimation of the vector of fixed effects ^ and the variance components 0 proceeds by 
iteratively solving (3.6) and (3.9). Details for log-linear mixed models for counts are given in 
the following sub-sections. 
3.2.1 Log-linear Mixed Models 
The Poisson mixed models presented in Section 1.4 are examples of log-linear mixed models. 
Let y denote a vector of random counts and define the conditional mean of y, given the values 
of the random effects a, as 
A'a = -^(yla) = exp(X/3 + Za). (3.10) 
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Then, the link function is 
S(Ma) = lo6(Ma) = »7« . 
where 
i7a = X/3 + Za. (3.11) 
Following Breslow and Clayton MQL approach, the working vector is 
y" = X/3 + M-^(y-/i) (3.12) 
where M is a diagonal matrix with diagonai elements from the vector exp(r}g), and 
M = exp(X/3). (3.13) 
Then, 
V = Var{y') = M-^Kar(y)M-^ (3.14) 
where Var(y) is the unconditional variance of the vector of observed counts. 
For the Poisson mixed model described in Section 1.4.1, we have 
Var{y) = M + MCM (3.15) 
where 
with 
and 
Then 
C = Ir ® [Ai + A2] (3.16) 
ai = aUtrl + + 1)(i^ ® i, ® 1„1^) 
a2 — l)(iu/ ® ^b'^i'"n^wsn 
V = Kar(y-) = M-^(M + MCM)M-^ 
= m-^ + c. 
Writing (3.8) in terms of y, the original counts, we have 
,«(3(«),«) « -i log |V| - i log |X''V-'X| - i(y - - m) 
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where rank(X) = 1 -I- (tw — 1) + (s — 1) + ("' — l)(s — 1). 
The REML equations become: 
-i[-fr(P^) + [M-'(y - x)fV-'Uv-'M-'(y - /i)l = 0 
dal 
(3.17) 
where al represents alal, or aj and P = V"! - V-iX(X^V-iX)-iX^V-i . 
The Fisher information matrix has elements given by 
'--H'S'S: (3.18) 
where k,m = b, w, or s for block, whole-plot, or sub-plot variance components respectively. 
For the regression parameter estimation, we can solve the following estimating equations: 
0 = D^Var~^(y)(y-^) 
= X^M(M + MCM)-^(y-/x). (3.19) 
3.2.2 Computation 
Algorithms for estimating the variance components and the fixed effects are as follows: 
1. Take initial values = /3iwm» where IWM represents the independence working model, 
and 0^°^ = 0, and compute = exp(X3^°V 
2. Compute the working vector y* by X3 + M~^(y - /i) where the diagonal elements of M 
are the elements of the vector fi = exp(X3) and is the current estimate of /?. 
3. Use the Fisher scoring algorithm to update the estimate of the variance components, i.e., 
^(5+1) ^^(5) v9^(3(^)^'\«^'^) 
where 
1 = 
lib ^bw ^bs 
^^wb ^vjs 
Isb ^am ^aa 
and V9^ = 
dqt 
P r  
dqi 
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with Ikm defined in (3.18) and 
® = (o-fc. ^5)^ 
4. Use the Fisher scoring algorithm to update the estimates for fixed effects (i.e., regression 
parameters): 
^(.+ 1) ^ ^ (y) ijr (y) (y _ ^ 
5. Iterate steps 3 and 4 until convergence. 
3.3 Restricted Maximum Likelihood Estimation Method 2 (REML2) 
Drum and McCullagh [5] proposed an alternative approximate REML approach to estima­
tion of variance components for logistic regression models with fixed and random effects. We 
will extend their method to log-linear mixed models for counts. 
3.3.1 Mixed Models with Binary Responses 
Conditioning on the vector of random effects a, Drum and McCullagh assume independent 
binary observations t/i,...,y„, with 
r f=em.)= 
1 -f-exp(xf/3 + zfa) 
This is a conditional logistic regression model with 
l°6| 7^^) =xf^-|-zfa, (A)-
where /3 is a vector of unknown parameters corresponding to the fixed effects. 
For an experiment with c random factors, Z is partitioned as Z = [Zi, Z2,..Zc] where 
Zr is an n X qr incidence matrix, and a^ = (af,..a^) where ar is a 9r x 1 vector of random 
components. It is further assumed that a ^  yV(0, D), where D = diag {trjlq,, • • •, o"|Iqc}• 
For the fixed effects part of the model, X is taken as an incidence matrix corresponding 
to the main effects and all possible interactions for the fixed factors. Then the unconditional 
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mean 
£;(y) = E^[E{Y\si)] = fa exp(X^ + Za) 
1 + exp(X/3 + Za) 
can be written as 
E { Y ) = X i r .  (3.20) 
This linearity permits the use of methods for mixed linear models, generalized to allow 
for the functional dependence of the variances on the corresponding means. In particular, for 
(3.20) quasi-likelihood estimating equations (McCullagh and Nelder [5], Chapter 9) can be 
taken to have the same form as the normal theory score equations and the resulting quasi-
likelihood estimates of fixed effects take the same form as Gauss-Markov estimates, with the 
axjded condition that the covariance matrix is functionally dependent on the vector of means. 
When the experimental design is suitably balanced, the least squares estimation of Xn 
in (3.20), PxY = X(X^X)~^X^Y, is equivalent to the Gauss-Markov estimation PyY = 
X(X^V"^X)~^X^V~^Y, where V = Cot;(Y). A sufficient condition is Vx is in the column 
space of X for any vector x in the column space of X. Note that PxY is simply a vector of 
averages for all possible combinations of levels of the fixed effects factors. 
Approximate REML estimation of the vector of variance components, 0 = ((TJ, . . . ,CR^)^ ,  
Is obtained by treating the unconditional distribution of Y as N{'Kit, V) and applying results 
for normal theory mixed models to obtain a log-likelihood function for error contrasts: 
where V = C<w(Y), Pv = X(X^V-iX)-^X^V-S and R = (I-Px)Y = (I-X(X^X)-^X^)Y 
is the vector of ordinary least squares residuals from fitting the linear model given by (3.20). 
If Y ~ iV(Xir, V) then R = (I — Px) Y ~ iV(0, (I — Px) V(I — Px)) provides a vector of error 
contrasts of dimension n - rank(X), with a mean vector that does not depend on Xn*. 
Unlike the typical normal theory situation, the residual log-likelihood (3.21) is not entirely 
free of the parameters in the mean vector. For the binary responses considered by Drum 
and McCullagh, fixed effect parameters enter (3.21) through the functional dependence of V 
iR{e , y )  = -ilog(det(V))-ilog(det(X^V-^X)) 
- i r^v-hl-pv)r ,  (3.21) 
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on Xtt. Consequently, iteration between the REML and generalized least squares steps is 
required, except in balanced cases where (I-Px)Y = (I-Pv)Y. We will explicitly consider 
only balanced cases in our application of this procedure to log-linear mixed models. 
3.3.2 Log-linear Mixed Models 
We now extend the Drum and McCullagh methodology to log-linear mixed models for 
count data. Given the vector of random effects a, we describe the conditional means for the 
counts as 
T7® = log(JE;(Y|a)) = X/3 + Za 
where X and Z are both incidence matrices. For the models in Section 1.4, for example, the 
elements of 17® are of the form 
r/fjk = ^-haj+yk + (oi7)jk + log(Bi) 
+ log(€ii) + log(€.ifc). 
= tpjk + log(B,) -f- log(€,y) + log(€,jfc) , 
where E{Bi) = E{€ij) = E{eijk) = 1 and Var{Bi) = <7^, Var(e,y) = , Variujk) = <T ]. Then, 
6 = (cr^, er^, and we can let 
13 — {tpii, . .. ! 
SO that, 
xi 
x2 X = 
Xr 
is an incidence matrix. In the balanced case where each of the subplots contains n replicates, 
xi = ® in 
is the same incidence matrix for every block, t = 1,..., r. The vector of random effects is 
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where a[ = [log(Bi),..., log(Br)]'^, 
= riog(€n),.. .,log(«rti,)r, 
aj = [log(flll). • • M log(€ru,»)f, 
and Z = [Zi Z2 Z3] where Zi = Ir ® l^an, Z2 = Irtu ® Ijm and Z3 — Iru/s ® In* 
Since X and Z are incidence matrices and B,-, c,j. €,j;t are mutually independent with 
B(Bi) = E(€ij) = B(eijk) = 1, the unconditional means can be expressed as a linear function 
of a set of fixed parameters, i.e., 
E(Y) = £a(£^(Yla)) 
= 
=  X f i  
where ft = 
Following Drum and McCullagh, we apply mixed model theory for the normal distribution 
by making the approximating assumption that Y ~ iV(X^, V). For the models in Section 1.4, 
V = Var(Y) has the form 
V = M + MCM 
as defined by (1.2) and (1.3). Then, the distribution of the OLS residuals is 
R = (I - Px)Y ~ N(0 ,  (I - Px)V(I - Px)) 
and the residual log-likelihood is 
''i, 1^; y) = log I V| - i Log IX^'V-'XI 
- iR''V-'(I - Pv)R (3.22) 
For the model in Section 1.4.1, V = M + MCM is a block diagonal matrix with r identical 
block matrices Vi,..., V^. Then, (3.22) is 
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= -5Elo6|Vi|-iiog|f:xrv-'x,| 
^ i=l ^ .=1 
- i t r tvr ' r -
t=i 
+|(Exrvr'R,) (^xrv-'x,)' (|;xrv-'Ri) 
= -j loglV.I-^JlogW-iloglXfVr'Xil  
-iertvr'r,-
1=1 
+^(SR./vr^Xf(XfVriXi)-'XiVr'(SR,) 
since X,- is the same for each block. 
(3.23) 
3.3.3 Numerical methods 
A modified Newton-Raphson algorithm was used to maximize (3.23) with respect to 0 = 
(®"6' ""»)• iteration, 
/  K \  
where 0 = (a^, a^, c^) are the values of the variance component estimates from the previous 
iteration, 7Jt is a step size, 
a'fa a'fa a»<it 
a<Tidcri 
H(tf) = d'ta 
aaldcl 8(<ri> aa^acr; 
a'fa a'tn a^tf, 
. a^ia^ a<r;aa2 a(^ 
(3.24) 
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v£r(tf) = t (3.25) 
Formulas for the first and second partial derivatives in (3.24) and (3.25) are given in Appendix 
B. The step size is initisdly set as 7^ = 1. If 7/t = 1 fails to provide a value of that 
increases the residual log-likelihood, the step size is halved until an improvement is obtained. 
3.4 Method of Moments Estimation 
There are many different ways to obtain estimates of variance components by equating 
summary statistics to their expectation. We consider an approach based on two sets of gener­
alized estimating equations (GEE), one for the fixed effects parameters and the other for the 
variance components. This follows an approach suggested by Prentice [30] to fit logistic re­
gression models to correlated binary responses. We will develop it for the analysis of log-linear 
models with correlated counts. 
Following the development of the log-linear mixed model in Section 3.2.1, let Y denote the 
vector of counts and define the conditional mean of Y, given the vector of random effects a, as 
Ma = £?(Yla) = exp(Xy3-KZa). 
With the log link function we have 
»?a = l"e(ma) =x/3 + za. 
For the model in Section 1.4.1, the unconditional mean of Y  is 
M = Fa(£?(Y|a))=exp(X^). 
Define M as a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements given by the elements of /x. Then a 
consistent and asymptotically normal estimator for /3 is given by the solution of the generalized 
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estimating equations, 
0 = D^V-^(y-#i), (3.26) 
where D = {dn/d^} = MX and V = yar(Y). 
For the model in Section 1.4.1, V = M + MCM, where C is defined by (3.16). Then V is 
a block diagonal matrix, and we can write (3.26) as 
0 = ^DfV-i(y,-/i,) (3.27) 
t=i 
where the sum is across the r blocks used in che experiment and V,- is the variance-covariance 
matrix of Y for block i. 
Note that V in (3.26) is a function of 0, the variance components that characterize V'ar(a). 
The solution to (3.26) also provides a consistent estimator for /3 with a limiting normal distri­
bution, however, when 0 is replaced by a consistent estimator 6 — 0{^) of 0. 
The variance of 3 can be estimated with the "robust" estimate 
/ r \ -1 
j^Drv-^D. $]d.v-^v^ar(y.)v-^d.-
\»=l / Lt=l 
where Dt is evaluated at V,- is evaluated at {^,0), and 
^DfV-iD.J (3.28) 
VariYi) = (y.- - A.)(y.- - fiif • (3.29) 
For the model in 1.4.1 we can use the various "sample correlations'' that are defined below. 
Within subplots: 
Define a scaled "sample correlation" between two counts Yijkt and Yijkm from the same 
subplot as 
. (3.30) f^jk 
Then, for 1 56 m, 
= E(Zijkl,m) = + 1) (<'"w + 1) + 1) — 1 (3.31) 
and 
= Var{Zijki,m) = ^ - [(<^^2 +1) (^2 + 1) (of +1) - l]' (3.32) 
f^jk 
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where 
/I. = + 
+(5 - 2 njk + 1) (ffj + 1) (<y^ + 1) (or^ + 1) + fijk - fijk. (3.33) 
Within whole-plots: 
For observations from different subplots in the same whole plot, define a scaled "sample 
correlation" as 
. _ {^ijkt t^jk)0^xitm mjt) (3.34) 
Then, for k ^ t, 
Sijk,t = E{Ziik,t) = {cl + 1) (.ol + 1) - 1 (3.35) 
and 
where 
= Var{Zijk,t) = + 1) K + 1) - ll' (3.36) 
t^jk y-jt '• 
M = (1 — 2 lijk - 2 p.jt + 4 y.jk tijt) (o'fc + 1) (f^ + 1) + 
i H k + f i j t  - A f i j k f i j t )  { < t I  + 1 )  E { B f )  E { e ^ j )  +  
2 f i j k  i i j t  (o-fc + 1) (<r^ + 1) (0-2 + 1) + f t j k  H j t  E { B f )  E i e f j )  
+ 1)^ + mjk + fijt — ^fijk fijt' (3.37) 
Within blocks: 
For observations from different whole plots with the same block, define a scaled "sample 
correlation" as 
rr _ {Yijkl ~ fijk){yistTn ~ f'-st) 
Then, for j ^ s. 
i j  a  — . (3.38) 
Nkfiitt 
^ij,s — e{zi]\s) — (3.39) 
and 
= Var[Z,jJ = -^2 [eif (3.40) (ijkfist 
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where 
Az = (1 - - 2^at+ (ffj + 1) + 2/ij7s/Zjt + 1) (®'2-+ 1) (''"a + 1) 
+(/^i/fe + Mat — 4 /ijA: /iat) + 1) + 1) ^(^f) 
+/^;fc /^st (O'w + 1)^ (^a + ) + f^Jk + f^st ~ 3 fljk t^3t' (3.41) 
The third and fourth moments of random effects used in (3.33), (3.37), and (3.41) are given 
by 
E ( B f )  = (H-a^) (l + 2ffj) 
E { B t )  = (1+0-5) (1 + 2 (Tj) (1 + 3 tTft) 
^(4) = (1 + ^ 2,) (1 + 2 0-2) 
^(4) = (1 + ^2) (1 + 24) (1 + 3^2) 
E { e U )  = (l + <^5)(l + 2<y?) 
E { 4 j k )  = (1 + (72) (1 + 2^2) (l + 3(r2). 
Derivations of these formulas are presented in Appendix A. 
Let 
Z,- = (2,1,2, 2,1,3, • • •, 2,11,2, 2,11,3,..., 2,111,2, 2,111,3 • • •) 
denote the vector of scaled sample correlations within the t-th block. Let Si denote the corre­
sponding vector of expectations, and let 
Wf = diag{Wii,2i W'ii,3,..., Win,2, W'iii.a, • • •, W'iiii,2, W',111,3 • • •) 
denote a diagonal matrix containing the variances of the sample correlations. Finally, let 
E,- = {|^} denote the matrix of first partial derivatives of the expectation of the scaled 
sample correlations within the i-th block with respect to the elements of 0. Then a consistent 
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+(x:  Df Di)"'  x:  Df V-' (Yi - Ai) 
and asymptotically normally Histributed estimator for 0 is given by the solution to a second 
set of generalized estimating equations 
^EfW-^(Z.-(5.) = 0. (3.42) 
«=i 
These equations depend on /3. 
Estimates for both /3 and 0  can be obtained by iteratively solving (3.27) and (3.42) by 
computing 
' t=l «=1 
and 
^(»+i) ^ Ef W-^ E.)"' ^  Ej W-' {Zi - Si) 
i=i «=i 
where /TJ and D,- are evaluated at Z,- is evaluated at E, and S, are evaluated at 
0^'\ V,- is evaluated at and W,- is evaluated at An initial value for 
/9 is obtained from the independence working model, i.e., = 0IWM - The starting values 
for the variance components can be taken to be = 0. 
3.4.1 Asymptotic Distribution 
The joint asymptotic distribution of \/r()3 — /3) and y/r{0 — 0), under the usual regularity 
conditions, is normal with a zero vector as the mean and covariance matrix 
^ Bii 0 \ f •^11 A.12 \ ( Bn Bfi 
^ B21 B22 / \ A.21 A22 J y 0 B22 
where consistent estimators, evaluated at (3,0), are 
Bn = (f;Drv-'D,)"' 
t=l 
r 
B22 = (EEfwr^ES.) 
1=1 
B21 = B22(s.Efwr^^)Bii 
= j2^JV-'V^riYi)V-'t)i 
t=i 
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Ai2 = '£t'j'V-'Cov{Yi,Zi)W-'ti 
t=i 
A22 = ^EfW-^V^r(Z,)W-^E.-
1=1 
- T A21 = Ai2 
where 
K?r(Y.) = (Y.-A.)(Y.-A.r 
V^r(Z.) = 
Cru(Y.-,Z.) = (Y.-m.)(Z,-^.)^. 
3.5 Discussion 
Three methods, REMLl, REML2, and MOM, were developed in this chapter and their 
applications were discussed. REMLl was originally proposed by Breslow and Clajrton for 
approximate inference in generalized linear mixed models. We reiined the method and used it 
specifically for our model and purposes. This method can be applied to a large class of models 
and experimental designs. However, the approximate REML estimates rely on the Laplaxre 
approximation to the integral of the quasi-likelihood function and a normal assumption for the 
REML likelihood. Although the REMLl method is still applicable when the distribution is 
not normal, it may be unreliable when the sample size (the number of blocks) is small. 
REML2 was originally developed for logistic mixed models. We modified the method to be 
used for log-linear models. When the counts are large and the sample size (number of blocks) 
is large the normality assumptions are likely to be well approximated. However, it is not clear 
how well the method will perform when small counts are present or there are only a few blocks. 
In addition, the construction of incidence matrices requires a full model. This method can not 
be applied for reduced models where incidence matrices can not be constructed. 
A method of moments (MOM) was aJso developed for log-linear mixed models. In general 
method of moment procedures are less efficient than maximum likelihood or REML procedures. 
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It is unclear, however, how well method of moments performs relative to the approximate 
REML procedures considered in this chapter. The limitation of this method is its reliance on 
the derivation of 3rd and 4th moments which would be more difficult for unbalanced cases and 
more complicated models. We will examine these methods with simulation studies in the next 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 SIMULATION STUDIES 
4.1 Introduction 
The examples in Chapter 2 raised several issues concerning the analysis of discrete data 
from nested designs. These include the effects of sample size and correlation on the estimation 
of parameters and their variances in generalized linear models and application of ANOVA 
procedures to count data. 
In this chapter we examine these issues by simulating the European corn borer study for 
different block sizes and whole-piot correlation levels. For each combination of these two factors 
we simulate data sets that are sparse (i.e.,many zero counts and/or small counts) and data sets 
that have large counts and few zeros. The IWM and QL estimation methods and the methods 
of variance component estimation described in Chapter 3 are applied to generate estimates 
of variance components, parameters for fixed effects, and corresponding standard errors. In 
addition, type I error rates for the ANOVA F-tests, Wald tests, and coverage probabilities of 
confidence intervals are also compared. 
4.2 Simulation Study for a Balanced Design 
Data are generated from the model described in Section 1.4.2. For this model 
where log{fijk) = ^  + ay + 7fc + (Q!7)jfc, Bi ~ Gamma f an are random block effects, and 
€ij ~ Gamma ^ire random whole-plot effects. The {ttj} correspond to levels of the 
whole-plot factor and {7jt} correspond to the levels of the subplot factor. 
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4.2.1 Determination of Factors 
We consider several factors that could affect the properties of estimates of fixed effects 
and variance components: number of blocks (block size), levels of correlations between whole 
plots within a block as determined by the variance components, the size of the mean counts as 
determined by fi, and the number of levels of the whole-plot factor. These factors are described 
below. Data are generated for 18 cases corresponding to 6 block sizes and 3 correlation levels 
for both fi=5 and fi=2. 
Fixed efiPects. The values of the fixed effects parameters are based on the live larvae 
count data from the European corn borer study presented in Chapter 2. To generate counts 
(large counts) similar to those observed in the study we set the values of the fixed parameters 
aX fi = 5,Qi = -0.6,71 = -1.3,72 = -1.8,(07)11 = 0.6,(07)12 = 0.24 and 02 = 73 = 
(Q!7)2ifc = (<^7)j3 = 0, where j=l,2 and A:=l,2,3. To generate data with smaller counts we 
set the values at /x = 2, ai = -0.6,71 = -1.3,72 = —1.8,(07)11 = 0.0,(07)12 = 0.24, and 
a2 = 73 = (07)2*: = (Q!7)i3 = 0, where j=l,2 and fc=l,2,3. By setting = 5 the expected 
counts are large enough for the normal approximation to the distribution of the counts to be 
reasonably accurate. For /i = 2, there are many more observed zero counts. Here, the number 
of whole-plot treatment levels is 2, and the number of subplot levels is 3, with one observation 
in each subplot. Additional data sets are generated with oi =0.71 = 0,72 = 0,(07)11 = 
0, (07)12 = 0, and ^ = 5 or /i = 2, respectively, to compute Type I error rates for all 18 cases. 
Block size. It was anticipated that in a completely randomized block design with a split-
plot arrangement the most important factor in determining the accuracy of variance component 
estimation and distributional properties of estimators of fixed effects parameters would be the 
number of blocks. Six block sizes of 2*^, A: = 2, • • •, 7 are considered (the corn borer study used 
4 blocks). 
Correlation. In the com borer study, we noticed that the ratios between the estimated 
»2 
block variance and the whole-plot variance, varied from about 1.2 in the larvae count data 
to about 19 in the cavity count data. For the simulation study we set this ratio at either 20 
or 2. Then we adjusted er^ and to obtain high (whole-plot) correlation (pw fa 0.9), medium 
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correlation (/?«, « 0.6), and low correlation (/)«» ^ 0.2). These are averages of correlations 
coming from the V,- covariance matrices. That is, the correlations between the two whole-
plots are averaged across all 9 possible sub-plot pairs in the 3x3 off-diagonal matrix in Vj-. 
The values of the variance components that correspond to these correlations are 
= 0.8, al, = 0.04 for « 0.9 
aj = 0.11, = 0.055 for pw ^ 0.6 
o-j = 0.007, <7^ = 0.00035 for p„ a 0.2 
where is estimated from a 6 x 6 covariance matrix V,- = <rl,{crl -F 1) (I2 ® I3I3) + o'fclele 
for the counts in the i-th block. 
The above factor combinations yield a total of 36 = 2 x 6 x 3 cases. One thousand data 
sets (iV = 1000) are generated for each case. Various statistics of interest are computed for 
the 1000 samples. These include means and standard deviations of the estimates, deviations of 
the estimates from the true parameters, relative bias of the estimates, mean squared errors of 
the estimates, the IWM and QL standard errors and robust standard errors of the estimates, 
and coverage probabilities. In addition, in order to evaluate how the number of whole-plot 
levels would affect the estimation and analysis results for the 3 correlation levels, a whole-plot 
factor with 5 levels was included in the simulation study. The parameter values are n = 5, 
ai=-0.6, 02=0.3, Qt3=-1, 04=1.3, 0:5=0, 7i=-1-3, 72=-1-8, 73=0, (07)11=0.5, (07)12=0.24, 
(0:7)13=0, (O7)2i=-0.3, (O7)22=-1, (07)23=0, (07)31=0.4, (07)32=0.6, (07)33=0, (o7)4i=-2, 
(07)42=1.3, (07)43=0, (07)51=0, (07)52=0, (07)53=0. 
4.2.2 Data Generation 
The data sets were generated as follows: First, a random variable was generated from 
a Gamma distribution for a block and an was generated from a Gamma 
distribution for each whole plot in the block. Then was calculated based on the fixed 
parameter values. Subsequently, independent counts were simulated according to Poisson dis­
tributions with means {fijkBi€ij) for all subplots in all whole plots within the block. This 
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process continued until observations were obtained for ail r blocks in the data set. All compu­
tations were done with the IML procedure in SAS. 
4.2.3 Computation 
The IML procedure in SAS Version 6.0 was used to evaluate the estimates based on the 
methods described in Chapter 3. The numerical methods used in these programs were Newton-
Raphson and Fisher scoring algorithms. Convergence was defined when the maximum of the 
ratios of (the absolute differences between current estimates and previous estimates obtained 
from iteration steps) to (the current estimates) was less than 10~". When the process of 
computing the ElEML estimates produced a negative estimate, halving steps were used to 
move back inside the parameter space. 
4.2.4 Simulation Results for the Balanced Design 
To obtain an overview of variation in the overall size of the counts across simulated data 
sets, we computed the proportion of zero counts and the mean of the counts for each of the 1000 
data sets. Scatter plots of the mean counts versus percentages of zero counts are presented 
in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 for /z = 5 and ft = 2, respectively. The 4 plots in the top row of 
these figures are for the high correlation case, whereas the plots in the next 2 rows are for the 
medium and low correlation cases. These plots only include block sizes of 4, 8, 16, 32 due to 
space limitations. For larger block sizes of 64 and 128, there is less variation in the conditional 
means about the unconditional means and the proportions of zeros become smaller. The true 
unconditional means for the fi = 5 and = 2 cases are shown in Table 4.1. 
When the correlation is high = 0.9) and block size is small (4 to 16) the mean counts 
for the 1000 data sets fluctuate greatly for both cases {fi = 5 and fi = 2). In addition, more 
zero counts are generated for smaller block sizes. Observed counts tend to be smaller than the 
corresponding true unconditional means (i.e., 58.1 for fi = 5 and 2.9 for = 2 cases) when 
the correlation is high and the block size is small. For larger values of <r^ (or <7^) the Gamma 
distribution spediied in the beginning of Section 4.2 becomes more skewed to the right with 
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Table 4.1 True unconditional means" for simulated data 
Miifc H = 5 fi = 2 
Mil 36.6 
00 1 
< 
M12 17.1 0.9 
Ml3 81.5 4.1 
M21 40.4 2.0 
M22 24.5 1.2 
/^23 148.4 7.4 
Mean** 58.1 2.9 
" True values: oj = -0.6, 71 = -1.3, 72 = -1.8, 
(07)11 = 0-5. (<*7)12 = 0.24 and 02 = 0, 73 = 0, 
(a7)2jfe = {orf)j3 = 0. and fijk = exp(At + Qj + 7fc + 
(«7)jfc) 
'' Expected overall mean for a data set. 
greater probability concentrated near zero. Consequently, more zeros and small counts will be 
generated from the distribution. 
4.2.4.1 Regression Parameters 
For the balanced case, the IWM and QL approaches yield the same estimates of /3 at 
convergence. As a result, the relative biases, MSE's, simulated standard deviations are all 
identical. In addition, robust standard errors, and coverage probabilities are also identical 
due to the balanced feature in this design. We only observed differences between the IWM 
standard errors and the QL standard errors in this case. 
Deviation from True Value. Differences between the estimated value (j3) and the true 
value [13) are computed as —13). Box plots of these differences for N = 1000 simulated 
data sets are presented in Figure 4.3 for the "/i = 5" case and Figure 4.4 for the "/x = 2" 
case. Plots of estimates of interaction effects are not included since they are very similar to 
the plots for the estimates of the sub-plot effects. In general, the center of the distributions of 
these differences are near zero for the whole-plot, sub-plot, and the interaction effects for the 
= 5" case. However, the intercept fi tends to be underestimated for the high correlation 
[p^ = 0.9) case with small block sizes (4 to 16). These are cases where the observed counts 
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tend to be smaller than the expected counts. For n = 2, more zero counts are generated. This 
could cause problem in estimating the unconditional means fijk for small block sizes such as 
4 and 8, v.'here the means could be zero. The extreme negative values exhibited in Figure 4.4 
are caused by trying to estimate a mean of zero because fji= exp(X/3). The only way to obtain 
a mean of zero is to have infinitely large negative estimate(s) for the element(s) in 
Relative Bias and MSE. The simulated percent relative bias of the j-th parameter 
1000 
estimate 0ij from the i-th data set is defined as (1/1000) - /?i)/)SjXlOO%, where 
«=i 
/3j = Mi<*1)7ii72) (07)111 or (07)12- The mean squared error (MSE) is calculated as (1/1000) 
1000 
{Pij — Results of these values are summarized in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. 
«=i 
Standard Errors of In Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 we Introduced covariance matrices for 
the asymptotic normal distributions for /Siwm /®QL> namely, (X^MX)"^ for Cou(/3jwi^^), 
and (D^VyD)"' for Cou(3ql)i where Vy = Var (Y). We also introduced robust covariance 
matrices of for the IWM and the QL estimations in the same chapter. However, since 
both calculations for the robust estimator produce the same values in the balanced cases, we 
simply refer to them as robust standard errors without differentiating between them. These 
three types of standard errors are labeled as IWM standard error (IWM SE), QL standard 
error (QL SE), and robust standard error (rSE). The standard deviation of the 1000 generated 
estimates of a is used as an estimate of the true standard deviation of These are referred 
as simulated standard deviations (SSD). The average standard errors (IWM SEs, QL SEs, and 
rSEs) for N=1000 are compared in Figure 4.5 for the "/i = 5" case, and Figure 4.8 for the 
= 2" case. Again, due to spcice limitations, only 4 plots each are included in these figures. 
For the fi = 5 case, the IWM SEs of fi and di are greatly underestimated when correlations 
are high or moderate. For /z and ai, the robust SE and the QL SE are somewhat lower than 
the SSD when the block size is less than 32 for high correlation and 16 for medium correlation, 
respectively. Generally, the robust SE are about the same as the QL SE except for the intercept 
estimate at high correlation level and small block sizes. For the sub-plot and the interaction 
effects the IWM and QL SEs are identical and seem to do slightly better than the robust SEs. 
For the small-value case, the average values of IWM and the averages of QL SEs for the 
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l^lWM 3ql fluctuate greatly among the 1000 data sets and perform poorly. These SEs are 
not plotted due to a very wide range of the values. For the robust estimator, when the block 
size is less than 16 the rSEs generally underestimate the true SEs. The SSDs are aflFected by 
the extreme values we saw in Figure 4.4 for block size of 4 in estimating ai, 71, 72) and block 
size of 8 in 72 (Figure 4.8). 
The rSE for the whole-plot estimate is higher than that for the sub-plot and interaction 
estimates in the simulation results for the high and the medium correlation levels. .A.s discussed 
in Chapter 2 for the Example 1 results, this is what one would expect when the split-plot 
structure of the experiment is taken into account for a normal-theory based linear models. In 
addition, the rSEs for the intercept estimate are much larger than those for the whole-plot 
estimate regardless of the block sizes at high correlation level. This is attributable to the 
inaccuracy in estimating the intercept as manifested in the deviation box plots in Figures 4.3 
and 4.4. 
In order to understand more thoroughly about the properties of the rSEs and QL SEs, we 
examined the distributions of the two estimates based on 1000 data sets. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 
are box plots of the QL and robust standard errors of the parameter estimates based on 1000 
generated data sets. The variability of the rSEs associated with the estimates of the subplot 
and interaction effects are much larger than the corresponding variability of the QL SEs for 
small block sizes. Therefore, when the Cov{Y) structure is known as in this simulation study 
the QL standard error seems to be a better standard error to use for inference. 
Coverage Rate. The coverage probability for a 95% confidence interval of /3 is defined 
as the proportion (of the 1000 data sets) of the 95% confidence intervals, 3«± 1-96 (rSE^.), 
containing the true Figure 4.9 show the results. Based on the z statistics, the coverage 
probabilities fall below 90% or even 80% in some cases when the block size is less than 16. 
However, when the block size is approximately 32, the coverage probability gets closer to 95%. 
Type I Error Rate. One-thousajid data sets were generated by taking 0 as the true 
parameter values for ai, 71,72, (07)11, (07)12- Analysis of variance using the generated counts, 
and square-root transformation of these counts were carried out. A proportion of the 1000 data 
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sets with p-values less than 0.05 was computed for testing the null hypothesis of no whole-plot 
{HO : ai = 0), sub-plot {HU : 71 = 72 = 0), and the interaction {HQ : 0711 = 0712 = 0) effects, 
respectively in the analysis of variance using F-tests. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 are the type I error 
rates for the "/x = 5" and "/x = 2" cases. When the block size is small and correlation is high, 
application of ANOVA to the original counts tends to produce slightly conservative results. 
Otherwise, ANOVA methods provide reliable type I error rates using either transformed or 
original counts. The type I error rates of Wald tests for comparable effects in GLMMs are also 
displayed in Figure 4.12. As expected, the type I error rate is inflated when the block size is 
smaller than 32. 
5 Whole-plot Leveb. Figure 4.13 displays box plots of the deviations between estimates 
and the true values for the model with 5 whole-plot levels. The estimator for fi exhibits a 
negative bias for block sizes smaller than 32, similar to the previous results. All the other 
estimates are essentially centered around their true values. 
4.2.4.2 Variance Components 
In Chapter 3 we introduced 3 estimation methods for the variance components. They are 
REMLl, REML2, and method of moments (MOM), The estimates from these methods are 
compared in this section. 
Figures 4.14 and 4.15 compare the estimated block variances and estimated whole-plot 
variances (&^) from these 3 methods for the "/i = 5" case. Figures 4.16 and 4.17 compare 
these estimates for the = 2" case. All three methods tend to underestimate the variance 
components when the correlation is high or moderate and block size is smaller than 32 for 
"/i = 5" and 64 for "/i = 2". However, the estimation improves as the block size increases. 
The REML2 estimation exhibits the best overall performance among the 3 methods. When 
the correlation is low and the variance components are close to zero, the estimation methods 
are similar and the block size plays a negligible role in estimating the variance components. 
When the number of whole-plot levels is increased to 5, the estimates of the variance 
components based on REMLl (Figures 4.18 and 4.19) show similar trends as for the case 
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with 2 whole-plot levels ( Figures 4.14 and 4.15), but the bias of block variance estimates is 
somewhat worse for the high correlation cases when five levels of the whole plot factor are 
used. 
Tables 4.4 to 4.9 show relative bias, MSE, and simulated standard deviations of the , ah 
from all 3 methods. The relative biases for the three methods suggest the same conclusions as 
suggested in Figures 4.14-4.17. When the correlation is low the relative biases are large due to 
small true values in the denominator. When the within block correlation is high, the MSEs are 
lower for the REML2 method except for block size 4 where the MOM estimator has smaller 
MSE. The MSB's are about the same for all 3 methods for moderate and low correlations. The 
MOM estimators have slightly smaller simulated standard deviations of the block variance 
estimates when the block size is below 16 and 32 for high and moderate correlation levels, 
respectively. For the whole-plot variance estimation, the REML2 method tends to have smaller 
MSB's than the MOM procedure for either high correlation or low correlation. 
In summary, the results clearly show that small sample sizes (block sizes) and sparse data 
can result in underestimation of the variance components when the whole-plot correlation is 
either high or medium. Estimation for block variance is especially sensitive to the block sizes 
and sparsity of the data. The three methods show more separation for the block variance 
estimate for small sample sizes and sparse data under high correlation level. In the simulation, 
REML2 performed slightly better than either of the other two methods. The MOM estimator 
performed slightly worse than the REML methods for whole-plot variance estimation and block 
variance estimation when there are more than 4 blocks. However, use of REML2 is limited 
by the need to have incidence matrices as the model matrices. REMLl and REML2 methods 
rely on approximating normality assumptions. Although it is suggested in the literature that 
normality requirement is not necessary for REML estimation [11] [15] the degree of violation 
can play an important role in the properties of the estimates, as we have seen in the simulation 
results. The MOM estimator requires distributional assumptions, to obtain the 3rd and the 
4th moments used in its evaluation. So, among the three methods, REMLl is the one that can 
be most conveniently used for a wide set of situations. 
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4.3 Simulation Study for Unbalanced Case 
Data are generated from the bird count study in Example 2 of Chapter 2 for the model 
~ Poisson (/iitBif.t) 
where log {(ijt) = I3Q + + .... + /SpXup, Bi ~ Gamma f an are random block effects, 
* 6 ' 
^it ~ Gamma are random circle effects. Recall that x,ti,....,x,tp are the p covariates 
for block i and circle t. 
In Chapter 2, Example 2, we defined 9 habitat variables. Here, the 9 variables are collapsed 
by combining "grass", "farm-stead", "woodland", "roeidsides", and "pond" into one variable 
(labeled as "others") leaving a total of 5 covariates in the simulation study. These 5 variables 
are called "pasture", "waterways", "herbaceous strips", "woody strips", "others". 
The IWM and QL estimates were computed for the observed data in Example 2 with 
these newly defined 5 covariates. The results presented in Table 4.10 were used to set up 
the simulation study. Under this IWM estimation, the variance inflation ratio (i.e., Pearson 
/degrees of freedom) is 6.6. The true values of the parameters taken from the QL estimates 
in Table 4.10 are /3o=0.9, 0i=l, ^2= 13.6, /33=4.5, /34=6, /35=1.5 and <r^=0.33, cr^=0.74 for 
the simulation study for the unbalanced case. 
4.3.1 Data Generation 
The data generation steps were similar to those described for the balanced case in the 
previous section. However, in this unbalanced case we incorporated an extra randomization 
step to select covariates from the observed data. To do this, a random variable u was drawn 
from a uniform(0,l) distribution and then a block id was determined by computing the integer 
portion of (1 + 135u). The habitat variables for all 8 circles from this selected block id were 
used as covariates for newly generated counts for the 8 new circles in a block. Data for block 
sizes of 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 were generated with the true values of the parameters /3o=0.9, 
/3i=l, 02— 13.6, /33=4.5, /34=6, 0s=l.5 and the true variance components <r^=0.33, <t^=0.74. 
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4.3.2 Computation 
We used the IWM estimation approach to compute estimates and other related statistics for 
1000 generated data sets (N=1000) with 5 different biock sizes. Bat we could not perform the 
QL estimation for N=1000 data sets for this thesis in a timely manner because the programs 
require a long time to run. So, in the results section we show the averages of QL estimates 
and the mean standard errors of these estimates for N=50 and compare them with the mean 
IWM estimates and the mean SEs for N=1000. 
4.3.3 Simulation Results 
Figure 4.20 displays proportions of zero counts versus mean counts of the 1000 samples for 
all 5 block sizes. When the block size increases the variation of the mean counts reduces and 
the range of zero counts narrows down and centers around 20%. 
The IWM estimation results are summarized in Figures 4.21 to 4.23. Figure 4.21 displays 
box plots of the deviations between the estimated values and the true values for each of the 
six parameters. The medians of these distributions are very close to zero for all parameter 
estimates. When the block size increases the median improves and the variability reduces. 
These results are similar to the results for balanced case. 
Figure 4.22 displays the simulated SD, IWM SE, and the robust SE from the IWM ap­
proach. These plots are on different scales in order to compare these standard errors. Similar 
to what we observed in the balanced case, the IWM standard errors underestimate the varia­
tion for all 6 parameter estimates and the robust standard errors are closer to the simulated 
SDs and become much closer when the block size increases. 
Figure 4.23 depicts the coverage probabilities for the 95% confidence intervals, $i^l.96{rSE^.), 
of the regression parameters Po to /?5 using the robust standard errors. The coverage prob­
abilities improve as the block size increases. To obtain the coverage probability of 80% and 
greater, the block size needs to be larger than 64. 
For QL estimation, although the simulation sample size is not large we can still see the 
general trend based on 50 generated data sets for a block size of 32. Table 4.11 displays 
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the averages of the IW\I and QL estimates, their standard errors and robust standard errors 
averaged across 1000 data sets and 50 data sets, respectively, and the simulated standard 
deviations for N=1000 and N=50, respectively. The QL estimates of the regression parameters 
based on the 50 data sets are in the same direction as the IWM estimates for N=1000. The QL 
SEs and the QL robust SEs are somewhat similar. However, the QL SEs are closer to the SSDs 
than the rSEs. The IWM robust SEs are somewhat closer to the SSDs of the IWM estimates 
for l3. But these SSDs are somewhat larger than the SSDs for the QL estimates. The variance 
components are estimated based on REMLl method. The mean estimates from the 50 data 
sets are 0.31 for the block variance estimate and 0.68 for the circle variance estimate. 
In summary, the simulation study for the unbalanced case based on 50 data sets for the 
QL approach and 1000 data sets for the IWM approach seems to suggest the following 
• the robust SEs from the IWM approach are close to the SSDs when the block size is 16 
or more, 
• for block size of 32, the IWM and the QL regression parameter estimates are reasonably 
close. 
• the QL SEs are reasonably close to the SSDs based on block size of 32 for 50 data sets. 
• when the block size is 32 the variance components appear to be reasonably estimated. 
Based on these findings for unbalanced case, it suggests that use of IWM estimates and the 
robust SEs for inference could be considered when the computer programs for the QL estimation 
are not available or the variance structure for Y is unknown.. 
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Table 4.2 Relative hias (%) and mean squared error for estimates of fixed effects 
parameters (/x = 5) 
True 
Parameter /3 
Pw= 0.9 Pw= 0.6 pw— 0.2 
Rel. bias MSE Rel. bias MSE Rel. bias MSE 
Block size = 4: 
II a. 
-2.300 .2399 -0.314 .0451 -0.033 .0034 
tti = —0.6 -0.397 .0381 0.650 .0345 -0.188 .0045 
CO 1 II 0.223 .0098 0.005 .0087 0.352 .0078 
II 1 00
 
0.772 .0159 0.489 .0127 0.296 .0127 
(Q7)U = 0.5 -0.168 .0221 -0.370 .0183 -0.304 .0173 
(07)12 = 0.24 2.790 .0375 -2.667 .0311 -3.525 .0290 
Block size = 8: 
/i = 5 
-1.108 .1228 -0.256 .0208 0.003 .0017 
<0 0
 
1 II s
 0.323 .0210 0.850 .0173 0.192 .0023 
7i = -1.3 0.207 .0043 0.099 .0042 0.288 .0039 
00 1 II 0.318 .0068 0.486 .0061 0.288 .0061 
(or7)ll = 0.5 0.406 .0102 -0.312 .0094 -0.062 .0084 
(07)12 = 0.24 0.946 .0176 -1.250 .0146 -4.705 .0154 
Block size = 16: 
/i = 5 
-0.542 .0572 -0.204 .0107 0.020 .0009 (p 0
 
1 II S -0.233 .0102 0.188 .0090 0.178 .0012 
-
t II 1 00
 
0.208 .0020 0.165 .0020 0.389 .0019 
00 1 II 0.344 .0031 0.372 .0031 0.407 .0029 
(07)11 = 0.5 0.500 .0047 -0.480 .0047 0.239 .0044 
(07)12 = 0.24 1.054 .0081 -1.908 .0079 -1.746 .0077 
Block size = 32: 
H = 5 -0.218 .0275 -0.116 .0053 0.014 .0004 
0(1 = —0.6 -0.492 .0051 0.377 .0045 0.161 .0006 
71 = -1.3 0.182 .0011 0.274 .0011 0.358 .0011 
00 1 II 0.249 .0016 0.249 .0015 0.381 .0015 
(0:7)11 = 0.5 0.318 .0024 -0.276 .0023 0.187 .0022 
(07)12 = 0.24 0.433 .0036 -1.889 .0037 -1.133 .0040 
Block size = 64: 
H = 5 -0.120 .0138 -0.055 .0026 -0.003 .0002 
oi = —0.6 -0.183 .0025 0.069 .0023 0.093 .0003 
CO 1 II 0.152 .0005 0.242 .0005 0.251 .0005 
00 1 II 0.141 .0008 0.199 .0008 0.321 .0008 
(07)11 = 0.5 0.062 .0011 -0.019 .0011 0.026 .0011 
(07)12 = 0.24 -0.958 .0018 -1.304 .0018 -0.600 .0018 
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Table 4.2 (Continued) 
True Pw= 0.9 Pw=^ 0.6 Pw= 0.2 
Parameter /3 Rel. bias MSE Rel. bias MSE Rel. bias MSE 
Block size = 128: 
= 5 
-0.091 .0068 -0.043 .0015 -0.003 .0001 
CO o
 
1 II a 0.026 .0012 0.135 .0012 0.102 .0001 
71 = -1.3 0.143 .0003 0.255 .0003 0.283 .0003 
72 = -1.8 0.194 .0004 0.272 .0004 0.332 .0004 
(07)11 = 0.5 0.008 .0006 0.069 .0006 0.052 .0006 
(07)12 = 0.24 -0.339 .0009 -0.854 .0009 -0.620 .0009 
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Table 4.3 Relative bias (%) and mean squared error for estimates of fixed effects parameters 
(m = 2) 
True jou,=0.9 pu,=0.6 pa,=0.2 
A Dal Kioe® Dal KI?ae^ Parameter /3 Rel. bias" MSE Rel. bias'' MSE Rel. bias'' MSE 
Block size = 4: 
M = 2 
-6.63 0.288 -1.80 0.073 -1.20 0.038 
CO o
 
1 II 0 7.53 0.502 3.23 0.122 3.28 0.108 
71 = -1-3 13.54 2.229 6.64 0.903 1.45 0.193 
to
 II 1 bo
 
37.30 11.247 14.76 3.351 8.90 2.043 
(07)11 = 0.5 -0.84 6.884 -1.71 1.858 1.80 0.410 
(07)12 = 0.24 -302.63 31.916 -262.50 18.287 -221.30 13.420 
Block size = 8: 
/z = 2 
-3.62 0.136 -1.26 0.038 -0.98 0.018 
oi = —0.6 2.60 0.072 0.92 0.059 -0.38 0.052 
71 = -1.3 2.32 0.104 0.50 0.088 0.40 0.089 
>0
 II 1 bo
 
3.59 0.485 2.30 0.131 2.03 0.141 
(<*7)11 = 0.5 3.06 0.215 -2.56 0.206 -1.38 0.207 
(«7)i2 = 0.24 -7.90 1.008 -25.50 0.362 -34.50 1.059 
Block size = 16: 
/i = 2 
-2.07 0.063 -1.11 0.019 -0.79 0.009 
P II 1 0
 
b>
 
0.50 0.039 0.32 0.030 -1.30 0.023 
71 = -1.3 1.17 0.043 0.16 0.041 0.40 0.042 
to
 II 1 t—'
 
bo
 
1.01 0.071 1.03 0.058 0.37 0.059 
(07)11 = 0.5 1.34 0.100 -1.22 0.093 -0.32 0.098 
(07)12 = 0.24 -4.17 0.180 -12.79 0.162 -17.90 0.152 
Block size = 32: 
(1 = 2 
-1.08 0.030 -0.74 0.010 -0.79 0.005 
oi = —0.6 0.23 0.016 -1.03 0.015 -1.80 0.013 
71 = -1.3 0.69 0.021 -0.31 0.022 -0.34 0.021 
00 1 II 0.62 0.031 0.31 0.030 -0.18 0.030 
(07)11 = 0.5 1.00 0.051 -2.54 0.048 -1.92 0.047 
(07)12 = 0.24 0.33 0.081 -8.28 0.078 -11.80 0.078 
*10 data sets are excluded for the "block size = 4" case due to negative diagonal elements in the robust 
CGvariance matrix. 
^2 data sets are excluded for the "block size = 4" case due to negative diagonal elements in the robust 
covariance matrix. 
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Table 4.3 (Continued) 
True /)u;=0.9 Pw—0.6 />u,=0.2 
Parameter ^ Rel. bias MSE Rel. bias MSE Rel. bias MSE 
Block size = 64 
/X = 2 
-0.68 0.016 -0.52 0.005 -0.70 0.002 
P II 1 p
 
b>
 
-0.07 0.008 -1.12 0.007 -2.00 0.006 
II 1 »—»
 
-0.00 0.010 -0.49 0.011 -0.70 0.011 
»o
 II 1 bo
 
0.10 0.015 0.11 0.015 -0.65 0.015 
(ayjn =0.5 0.20 0.022 -2.38 0.024 -2.18 0.023 
(0^7)12 = 0.24 0.26 0.041 -4.37 0.037 -10.20 0.036 
Block size = 128 
fJL = 2 -0.38 0.008 -0.49 0.003 -0.63 0.001 CO 0
 1 II 5 -0.19 0.004 -1.35 0.004 -2.21 0.003 
II 1 t—'
 
-0.21 0.005 -0.40 0.006 -0.68 0.005 00 1 II 
-0.17 0.008 -0.22 0.007 -0.63 0.008 
(07)11 = 0.5 -0.34 0.011 -1.50 0.011 -2.80 0.012 
(07)12 = 0.24 0.42 0.019 -3.15 0.018 -7.30 0.018 
Table 4.4 Relative bias (%), MSE, simulated standard deviations for estimates of 
variance components (/x = 5, />«/ = *9) 
True Method of Moments REMLl REML2 
Pwameter R. Bias MSE SSD R. Bias MSE SSD R. Bias MSE sSd 
Block size = 4: 
II 0
 
bo
 
-57.4 .3500 .374 -46.8 .3719 .482 -48.3 .3659 .466 
^i=0.04 -53.8 .0013 .030 -45.9 .0016 .035 -47.9 .0014 .032 
Block size = 8: 
oq c
! II 
-38.6 .2606 .407 -31.7 .2730 .457 -23.2 .2247 .437 
(Ti = 0.04 -34.0 .0011 .031 -29.4 .0011 .031 -28.1 .0010 .029 
Block size = 16: 
(r2 = 0.8 
-22.6 .1510 .344 -19.0 .1620 .373 -11.8 .1232 .338 
ai = 0.04 -18.8 .0007 .026 -17.1 .0007 .026 -15.3 .0006 .024 
Block size = 32: 
<r2=0.8 
-10.1 .0880 .286 1 P
 0
 
.0925 .296 -3.5 .0715 .266 
<7= =0.04 
-9.6 .0004 .020 -9.6 .0004 .020 -7.4 .0004 .019 
Block size = 64: 
<r2=0.8 
-3.4 .0403 .200 -3.0 .0439 .208 -1.2 .0391 .197 
=0.04 
-4.9 .0002 .015 -5.0 .0002 .015 -4.2 .0002 .014 
Block size = 128: 
(r?=0.8 -I.O .0210 .145 -0.5 .0215 .147 -0.4 .0210 .145 
= 0.04 
-3.5 .0001 .011 -3.4 .0001 .010 -3.3 .0001 .010 
SSD = Simulated Standard Deviation. 
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Table 4.5 Relative bias (%), MSE, simulated standard deviations for estimates of 
variance components {fi = 5, pu/ = >6) 
True Method of Moments REMLl REML2 
Parameter R. Bias MSE SSD R. Bias MSE SSD R. Bias MSE SSD 
Block size = 4: 
£r2 = 0.11 
-37.6 .0086 .083 -21.2 .0115 .105 -19.5 .0125 .110 
<r- = 0.055 -52.8 .0020 .033 -40.4 .0022 .041 -44.1 .0021 .039 
Block size = 8: 
Or^ = 0.11 
-18.5 .0052 .069 -6.2 .0060 .077 -6.6 .0060 .077 
<r- = 0.055 -25.9 .0012 .031 -17.8 .0012 .034 -20.7 .0012 .033 
Block size = 16: 
<r2 = 0.11 
-7.6 .0029 .053 -1.3 .0031 .056 -2.3 .0033 .057 
a-S, = 0.055 -12.4 .0006 .024 -7.9 .0006 .024 -9.2 .0006 .024 
Block size = 32: 
cr's = 0.11 -2.7 .0016 .040 0.3 .0017 .041 0.2 .0017 .042 
0-2 = 0.055 
-5.5 .0003 .018 -3.1 .0003 .018 -3.2 .0003 .018 
Block size = 64: 
(rj = 0.11 -1.4 .0008 .028 0.1 .0008 .028 0.1 .0008 .028 
eri = 0.055 -2.1 .0002 .014 -1.2 .0002 .013 -1.2 .0002 .013 
Block size = 128: 
(T? = 0.11 -1.1 .0004 .020 -0.5 .0004 .020 -0.5 .0004 .020 
oi = 0.055 -0.5 .0001 .010 -0.1 .0001 .009 -0.1 .0001 .009 
SSD = Simulated Standard Deviation 
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Table 4.6 Relative bias (%), MSE, simulated standard deviations for estimates of 
variance components {fi = 5, Pxu = -2) 
Method of Moments R£ML1 REML2 
True 
PareuTieter R. Bias MSE SSD R. Bias MSE SSD R. Bias MSE SSD 
Blk size = 4: 
a-l = 0.007 -68.3 4.5 .0047 -67.5 5.5 .0057 -72.7 4.9 .0048 
al = 0.00035 215.8 0.7 .0026 179.1 0.8 .0027 197.5 0.8 .0028 
Blk size = 8: 
<rg = 0.007 -60.8 3.7 .0044 -61.6 3.9 .0045 -64.6 3.8 .0041 
al = 0.00035 266.9 0.6 .0023 202.1 0.5 .0021 213.4 0.5 .0021 
Blk size = 16: 
<rl = 0.007 -55.1 3.1 .0040 -57.6 3.2 .0040 -58.9 3.2 .0039 
<TI = 0.00035 224.5 0.4 .0018 170.9 0.3 .0016 178.4 0.3 .0016 
Blk size = 32: 
4 = 0.007 -50.8 2.7 .0038 -50.3 2.6 .0038 -50.5 2.6 .0037 
<tI = 0.00035 155.0 0.2 .0013 115.7 0.1 .0011 122.0 0.1 .0011 
Blk size = 64: 
(Ti = 0.007 -44.1 2.3 .0036 -44.8 2.2 .0036 -45.4 2.3 .0035 
al = 0.00035 103.6 0.1 .0009 76.0 0.1 .0008 79.7 0.1 .0008 
Blk size = 128: 
of = 0.007 -39.1 2.0 .0035 -39.1 2.0 .0035 -37.5 1.9 .0034 
arl = 0.00035 56.9 0.1 .0007 35.3 0.4 .0006 38.5 0.4 .0006 
SSD = Simulated Standard Deviation. 
MSE is in 10~® unit. 
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Table 4.7 Relative bias (%), MSE, simulated standard deviations for estimates of 
variance components {y. = 2, p^ = .9) 
True Method of Moments REMLl REML2 
Parameter R. Bias MSE SSD R. Bias MSE SSD R. Bias MSE SSD 
Block size = 4: 
II p 00
 
-65.1 .4374 .408 -66.4 .4985 .465 -72.5 .4536 .342 
4 = 0.04 0.7 .0094 .097 -17.7 .0055 .074 -10.6 .0057 .075 
Block size = 8: 
al = 0.8 -55.8 .3808 .426 -55.5 .3872 .437 -53.0 .3546 .418 
<rl = 0.04 13.4 .0067 .082 -7.8 .0045 .067 -0.5 .0045 .067 
Block size = 16: 
= 0.8 
-40.3 .2915 .433 -40.0 .3036 .449 -32.2 .2449 .423 
<ri = 0.04 1.0 .0039 .063 -11.2 .0028 .053 -4.6 .0027 .052 
Block size = 32: 
tr? = 0.8 -30.0 .2256 .410 -27.7 .2043 .394 -15.7 .1359 .347 
4 = 0.04 -2.0 .0023 .048 -10.4 .0016 .040 -5.0 .0015 .038 
Block size = 64: 
= 0.8 
-18.5 .1409 .345 -13.7 .1156 .322 -6.0 .0624 .245 
<tI = 0.04 -6.5 .0013 .036 9.6 .0008 .029 -6.7 .0008 .028 
Block size = 128: 
II o
 
bo -11.0 .0776 .264 -6.4 .0545 .228 -2.2 .0259 .160 
ai = 0.04 -5.9 .0007 .027 -7.4 .0005 .022 -5.8 .0004 .021 
SSD = Simulated Standard Deviation. 
Table 4.8 Relative bias (%), MSE, simulated standard deviations for estimates of 
variance components = 2, = .6) 
True Method of Moments REMLl REML2 
Parameter R. Bias MSE SSD R. Bias MSE SSD R. Bias MSE SSD 
Block size = 4: 
(7^=0.11 
-61.4 .0132 .093 -61.7 .0142 .098 -61.5 .0139 .097 
al = 0.055 -53.2 .0052 .066 -57.8 .0048 .061 -46.7 .0054 .069 
Block size = 8: 
erg = 0.11 
-48.2 .0108 .090 -49.0 .0107 .088 -47.0 .0102 .087 
<tI = 0.055 -28.9 .0047 .066 -33.0 .0038 .059 -26.7 .0038 .060 
Block size = 16: 
<r^ = 0.11 
-38.4 .0070 .072 -35.8 .0073 .076 -31.7 .0069 -075 
<rl = 0.055 -13.2 .0034 .058 -15.8 .0029 .054 -8.9 .0029 .054 
Block size = 32: 
of = 0.11 -21.5 .0043 .061 -15.2 .0040 .061 -12.4 .0037 .059 
= 0.055 
-2.8 .0022 .047 -4.9 .0017 .042 -3.7 .0017 .042 
Block size = 64: 
ff2=0.11 
-9.9 .0023 .046 -5.8 .0020 .045 -4.9 .0018 .043 
ffl = 0.055 -2.3 .0013 .037 -2.8 .0010 .032 -2.7 .0010 .032 
Block size = 128: 
ffl = 0.11 -1.8 -0010 .032 -0.5 .0009 .030 -0.3 .0009 .030 
oi = 0.055 -1.2 .0007 .027 -2.3 .0005 .023 -2.3 .0005 .023 
SSD = Standard Simulated Deviation 
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Table 4.9 Relative bias (%), MSB, simulated standard deviations for estimates of 
variance components {n = 2, /)«, = .2) 
Method of Moments REMLl REML2 
True 
Peurameter R. Bias MSE SSD R. Bias MSE SSD R. Bias MSE SSD 
Block size = 4: 
(7? = 0.007 -19.0 4.9 .022 -37.9 5.7 .024 -39.4 4.4 .021 
(r- = 0.00035 1413.7 4.7 .021 751.0 2.2 .015 1009.0 3.3 .018 
Block size = 8: 
(T; = 0.007 
-30.0 3.3 .018 -44.0 2.7 .016 -42.8 2.5 .015 
crl = 0.00035 1380.0 3.1 .017 722.9 1.4 .012 900.0 1.9 .013 
Block size = 16: 
<r? = 0.007 
<rl = 0.00035 
-50.7 1.3 .011 -62.3 1.1 .010 -61.1 1.0 .009 
1200.0 2.2 .014 687.7 1.0 .010 721.0 1.0 .010 
Block size = 32: 
(tI = 0.007 -57.9 0.8 .008 -62.3 1.1 .010 -68.7 0.7 .007 
(Ti = 0.00035 1040.0 1.2 .010 688.6 1.0 .010 570.6 0.6 .007 
Block size = 64: 
<rg = 0.007 
-67.0 0.6 .006 -72.4 0.6 .006 -71.7 0.6 .006 
<rl = 0.00035 797.7 0.8 .008 474.6 0.3 .006 488.0 0.4 .006 
Block size = 128: 
= 0.007 
-664.6 0.5 .005 -73.6 0.4 .004 -72.8 0.4 .004 
<rl = 0.00035 826.6 0.6 .007 474.0 0.3 .005 490.6 0.3 .005 
SSD = Simulated Standud Deviation. 
MSE is in 10"'^ unit. 
Table 4.10 IWM and QL estimates, and standard errors for the 
red wing black bird count data with 5 habitat variables 
Parameter IWM QL 
Pi A- A- SE), '•54 
intercept(/So) 0.96* 0.027 0.102 0.92* 0.086 0.107 
pasture(/3i) 0.84* 0.060 0.233 1.02* 0.205 0.282 
waterways(/32) 11.85* 1.030 4.511 13.65* 3.383 3.889 
herb. strips()93) 5.45* 0.316 0.747 4.47* 1.261 0.868 
woody stnps(04) 0.35 1.670 5.582 5.96 5.075 4.631 
others(/35) 1.69* 0.051 0.196 1.54* 0.208 0.198 
® IWM standard error of 4t. 
^ Robust standard error of 0i. 
* Significant Wald test of 0i = 0 at the 0.05 level using the robust SE. 
Note: the REML estimates are 0-^=0.326 and d'^=0.737. 
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Table 4.11 Averages of IWM and QL estimates and their standard errors 
(block size=32) 
Estimation Parameter Estimate 
Method Pi SE rSE SSD 
intercept (/3o) 0.89 0.061 0.178 0.197 
pasture (/3i) 0.94 0.138 0.420 0.559 
IWM (N=1000) waterways {P2) 12.38 2.549 6.701 8.858 
herb, strips {^3) 4.25 0.931 2.480 3.525 
woody strips [04) 4.60 3.730 10.520 13.292 
others {l3s) 1.46 0.127 0.400 0.521 
intercept (/3o) 0.89 0.173 0.162 0.177 
pasture (/3x) 1.00 0.417 0.366 0.448 
waterways {P2) 14.35 7.185 5.833 8.221 
QL (N=50) herb, strips {^3) 4.21 2.768 2.235 3.253 
woody strips {(34) 3.34 9.855 8.807 12.047 
others (/Js) 1.48 0.418 0.351 0.410 
Average variance component estimates (N=50): =0.3097, d'g=0.6752. 
SE = Standard error 
rSE = Robust standard error 
SSD = Simulated standard deviation 
True values: /3o=0.9, /3i=l, )92=13.6, 134=6, 05=1.5, cr^=0.33, <r^=0.74. 
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Figure 4.1 Percent of zero counts vs overall mean count for the fi = 5 
case. Columns correspond to block sizes 4,8,16,32 and rows 
correspond to correlations {p^) of .9, .6, .2. 
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Figure 4.3 Deviation of estimate from true parameter value for /i = 5, 
N = 1000. H indicates high correlation (j>w=0.9), M indi­
cates medium correlation (pu;=0.6), L indicates low correlation 
(Piu—0.2). 
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Figure 4.3 (Continued) 
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Figure 4.4 Deviation of estimate from true parameter value for /u = 2, 
N = 1000. H indicates high correlation (pw=0.9), M indi­
cates medium correlation (pu;=0.6), L indicates low correlation 
(Ptu—0-2). 
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Figure 4.4 (Continued) 
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Figure 4.5 Simulated standard deviation, and IWM, QL, robust standard 
errors of the estimates for the fi = 5, N — 1000. H indi­
cates high correlation (/>w=0.9), M indicates medium correla­
tion (pw=0.6), L indicates low correlation (/>u,=0.2). 
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Figure 4.6 Boxplots of the QL SEs of the estimates generated from 1000 
data sets, /z = 5 
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Figure 4.6 (Continued) 
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Figure 4.7 Boxplots of the robust standard errors of the estimates gener­
ated from 1000 data sets, = 5 
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Figure 4.8 Simulated standard deviation, and IWM, QL, robust standard 
errors of the estimates for the /z = 2, AT = 1000. H indi­
cates high correlation (/)w=0-9)t M indicates medium correla­
tion (/>u,=0.6), L indicates low correlation {p^=0.2). 
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Figure 4.9 Coverage probabilities of 95% confidence intervals for fixed ef­
fects parameters. H indicates high correlation (/>w=0.9), M indi­
cates medium correlation {piu=0.6), L indicates low correlation 
(p^=0.2). 
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Figure 4.10 Tjrpe I error rates from ANOVA for /i = 5, iV = 1000. The hy­
pothesis for testing the whole-plot, subplot, and interaction ef­
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respectively. 
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Figure 4.11 T3T)e I error rates from ANOVA for /i = 2, JV = 1000. 
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Figure 4.13 Deviation of estimate from true parameter value for = 5 
and 5 whole-plot levels, N = 1000. H indicates high corre­
lation (Pw=0>9)« ^ indicates medium correlation (/'u;=0.6), L 
indicates low correlation {py,=Q.2). 
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Figure 4.13 (Continued) 
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Figure 4.14 Mean of the estimates of block variance for /z = 5 case, 
N = 1000. 
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Figure 4.15 Mean of the estimates of whole-plot variance for /z = 5 case, 
N = 1000. 
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Figure 4.16 Mean of the estimates of block variance for /z = 2 case, 
N = 1000. 
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Figure 4.17 Mean of the estimates of whole-plot variance for /i = 2 case, 
N = 1000. 
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Figure 4.18 Mean of the REMLl estimates of block variance for 
and 5 whole-plots, N = 1000. 
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Figure 4.19 Mean of the REMLl estimates of whole-plot variance for n 
and 5 whole-plots, N — 1000. 
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Figure 4.20 Percent of zero counts vs overall mean counts for un­
balanced case. Horizontal axis corresponds to % of zero 
counts. Vertical axis corresponds to mean counts for 1000 
samples. 
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Figure 4.22 Simulated standard deviation, and IWM, QL, robust standard 
errors of the estimates for /?o to /Js 
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regression parameters for unbalanced case 
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CHAPTER 5 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Statistical methods for categorical responses in nested designs such as split-plot designs 
and repeated measures designs have not received much attention. These data are frequently 
analyzed using analysis of variance assuming approximate normality of the data. In the last 
20 years, generalized linear models (GLMs) and generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) 
have been introduced to expand the "classical" linear models to allow for distributions from 
the exponential family. In this dissertation we examined some of these new techniques and 
developed statistical methods for analyzing count data from nested designs and compared our 
analysis results with analysis of variance results. We investigated small sample properties and 
effects of within block and between whole-plot levels of correlation by examining deviations 
of the estimates from their true values, relative bias, standard errors, coverage probabilities 
for the 95% confidence intervals, and type I error rates. The variance component estimates 
obtained from 3 different methods were evaluated for various block sizes and correlation levels. 
The first chapter in this thesis provides a review of the development of GLMs and GLMMs, 
the concept of quasi-likelihood estimation, maximum likelihood estimation, and some methods 
for variance component estimation. We also introduced the log-linear model with random 
effects that was investigated in subsequent chapters. 
In Chapter 2, we illustrated several estimation procedures for GLMs and GLMMs using 
three examples. We confirmed the findings by Firth and Harris [8] that when a split-plot design 
was balanced and the effects were multiplicative, the estimates of the regression parameters for 
an independence working model (IWM) were identical to the estimates from quasi-likelihood 
estimation (QL). We also raised some issues regarding the accuracy of standard errors obtauned 
from quasi-likelihood and robust procedures. Example 3 illustrated a case where the effects 
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were not multiplicative, but the IWM and QL estimates were close enough to be deemed as 
indistinguishable and the robust standard errors of ^ were quite similar to the QL standard 
errors. So, in either case, it may be reasonable to compute the IWM estimates and use the 
robust covariance matrix to make inferences. The advantage of using this approach is that 
computer programs such as the SAS GENMOD procedure are readily available for computing 
IWM estimates and estimates of robust covariance matrices, while QL estimation requires 
programs be written to meet individual needs. However, these issues are not easily decided 
when the design is not balanced as in Example 2. In this example, results did not clearly 
indicate whether or not the IWM estimation procedure was still appropriate to use. 
In Chapter 3, we developed 3 methods and provided explicit formulas for estimation of the 
variance components: two of the methods used approximate REML approaches (REMLl and 
EIEML2), and the third was a method of moments approach (MOM). We obtained explicit for­
mulas for applying Breslow and Clayton's variance component estimation method [1] to mixed 
log-linear models for count data. We also modified Drum and McCuUagh's [5] approximate 
REML ( referred to as REML2) method, which was originally developed for logistic regres­
sion, to be used for mixed log-linear models for count data. Finally, we derived a method of 
moments procedure for variance component estimation for count data. SAS codes have been 
written for these computations. 
The simulation results in Chapter 4 showed that REML2 was somewhat better than either 
of the other two methods. However, its use is limited to cases where the design matrices can 
be written as incidence matrices. Since REMLl can be applied to a wider class of models and 
it was almost as good as REML2 and often superior to MOM estimation, REMLl might be 
preferred for general use. Other results in Chapter 4 included comparisons of different block 
sizes, sparse counts and large counts, effects of various levels of the whole-plot correlations, 
type I error rates for ANOVA and Wald tests, coverage probabilities. 
The simulation results suggest that the block size and the between whole-plot correla­
tion level are the most important factors in estimating the model parameters and variance 
components. Listed below are the key findings from the simulation studies. 
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• The intercept is underestimated for the balanced case when the block size is small (4 or 
8) and the correlation is high or moderate. For unbalanced case, although the smallest 
block size used in the simulation study is 8, the performance of the intercept estimate 
seems to follow the same pattern as that for the balanced case. 
• In the balanced split-plot designs, when the between whole-plot correlation level is high 
or moderate, the IWM standard errors for the intercept and the whole-plot estimates 
are greatly underestimated. The QL standard errors and the robust standard errors, on 
the other hand, are closer to the simulated standard deviations (SSDs) associated with 
these two estimates. These SEs can be quite accurate when the block size becomes larger 
(larger than 16). 
• For the balanced case, more variation in the robust standard errors is found when com­
pared to the QL standard errors for small block sizes. The variation is particularly large 
for the rSEs associated with the estimates for subplot and interaction effects. 
• In the balanced design, application of ANOVA to the original counts tends to produce 
slightly conservative results when the block size is small and correlation is high. Oth­
erwise, ANOVA methods provide reliable type I error rates using either transformed or 
original counts. 
• The type I error rates and the coverage probabilities based on Wald statistics are inflated 
when the block size is smaller than 64. 
• For variance component estimation in the balanced case, larger block size improves the 
estimation. Block size is especially crucial for the block variance estimation under high 
correlation levels. A block size of 32 seems to be adequate for this purpose. In terms 
of the methods of estimation, ail three are generally comparable with the MOM slightly 
worse and REML2 somewhat better. But because of the limitations for REML2 and 
MOM, REMLl can be most conveniently adopted for GLMMs. 
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• Increasing the number of levels of the whole-plot factor had little effect to the conclusions 
made for the balanced design with 2 whole-plot levels. 
• For unbalanced case, the simulation results suggest that the IWM estimates 3 and robust 
covariance matrix for 3 can still be used when the actual structure of Cot;(Y) is not clear 
or QL computer software is not easily obtained. 
To conclude, when we design a balanced split-plot experiment it is best to have at least 
8-16 blocks if the interest is to estimate means. However, if the primary interest is variance 
components then it would be necessary to have more blocks. But when the within block corre­
lations are small (below .2) the block size does not affect the variance component estimation, 
and the block size of 8 seems to be enough for the model parameter estimation. 
Further research work in areas such as developing procedures to assess the fit of models 
for correlated data, dealing with missing data and missing covariates, improving Wald tests or 
developing other types of tests for GLMs and GLMMs, and developing methods and programs 
to handle maximum likelihood estimation in correlated data can be considered and would be 
interesting to investigate. Simulation study for unbalanced case should be completed in the 
future for 1000 data sets and 5 block sizes for the QL approach before a concrete conclusion 
can be made regarding properties of the estimates from unbalanced case and comparisons with 
balanced case. 
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APPENDIX A MOMENT FORMULAS 
In this appendix we derive the formulas for moments of counts under the Poisson mixed 
model defined in Section 1.4.1. 
A.l Unconditional Means: 
E{Yijki) = E[E{Yijkt\Bi^€ij,eijie)] 
~ Bi iij (ijk) 
— y-jkEiBi) E{eijk) 
= Nk (A.l) 
A.2 Variances and Covariances: 
= E{Y^jkl)-[E{yiJkl)]'' 
— E[EiYijifi\Bi, eij, tyi)] ~ Mjfc 
~ £ Bj €tj Cijt + 6tj, eijfc)] ^ —/iyjt 
= + (i% E{Bf) E(£?-)£(4fc) - fi% 
= y-jk + + 1)(<^ui + 1)(®"4 + 1) - y (A..2) 
Cov{Yijki,Yijkm) = E{YijkiYijkm) - E{Yijki) E{Yijkm) 
~ E [E{Yijkl\Bi, ^ijk)E(Yijii7n\Bi, (.{j, fjjfc)] ftjk 
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E{n%BUhhk)-t>^ik 
Mifc[(<^5 + l)(o"2; + l)(<^? + l)-l] forl#m (A.3) 
Cov{Yijkl,Yijtm) — E{YijklYijtm) ~ E{Yijkl)E{YijtTn) 
— E[E{Yijkl Yijtm\Biy C,j, Cfjfci fijt)] ~ t^jk 
=  E i f i j k  f l j t  B f  £?•  € i j k  ( i j t )  -  f i j k  f t j t  
= Nk + 1) [<d, + !)-!] for k # t (A.4) 
Cov(Yijki »Yiatm ) = EiYijkiYi,tm)-E{Yijki)E{Yistm) 
— E\E{Yijkt ^iai ffjfcj ^«at)] f^jk f^st 
=  E  { f i j k  B i  € i j  € i j k  f i a t  B i  € i a  € { 3 4 )  —  f t j k  f ^ s t  
= fijkfiattTb for (A.5) 
Cov{Yijki, Yratm] = 0 for 1 # r due to independence. (A.6) 
A.3 Moments of the Gamma Distribution 
For X Gamma (a,/3) with pdf the moment generating function is 
M x { t )  =  { l —  The first four moments can be obtained by evaluating derivatives with 
respect to t at t = 0, i.e., M^'(O), where A: = 1,2,3,4, • • • for the (A:)th derivative. 
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Then 
= Q0{1-
M^xht) = a/?2(a + l)(l-|3t)-°-2 
= a f { a + l ) { a  +  2 ) { l - l 3 t ) - ' ' - ^  
= a/? '»(a+l)(a  +  2)(a+3)( l - /30-°- ' '  
and the first 4 moments are 
E [ X )  =  M i ' > ( 0 ) = a / ?  
E(X2) = = a/32(a+l) 
£:(X3) = M^x^i0) = af3^{a+l){a + 2) 
EiX"^) = mJ^(O) = Q/3*«(a+l)(a + 2)(a + 3) 
Under our model assumptions, we assume a = l/cr|, and P = (^1 for the random effects in 
order to guarantee the mean and variance to be 1 and cr^, respectively. That is, 
Bi ~ Gamma fi, at) 
6fj ~ Gamma o'w) 
€ijk ~ Gamma 
Then, replacing a~^ and /3 with the corresponding <t| we get the following 3rd and 4th 
moments: 
E ( B f )  =  ( l  +  a i ) ( l  +  2 < T i )  (A.7) 
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E{BT) = (1 +a?) (1 + 2a?) (1 + 3 a,2) (A.8) 
E{t%) = (l + a^)(l + 2cr2,) (A.9) 
=  ( l  +  <) ( l  +  2cr2) ( l  +  3a2)  (A. IO)  
E(€?fc) = (l + (T]f)(l + 2a,^) (All) 
= (l + (7f)(l + 2cr,^)(l + 3aj) (A12) 
A.4 Variances of Sample Correlations 
Let 
^ {Yijkl - fj-jk){yijkm - fj-jk) 
^tjkl,m — "2 • 
t^jk 
Then, 
WijW.m = Var{Zijki,m) 
— \^E{Yijicl — fijk)^ {Yijkm — — Cov^{yijklfyi}km.)\ f^jk 
= ^ {f^% (>li) - + 1) i<^i + 1) (<^5 +1) - 1]^} (A.13) 
lOi 
{'vYii = 
{??,/ _ ,W + (, + Ji) (, + ^ ) (, + Jfl) (, + ,W J - ».'rf9) + p?(,)g (f!,)3 
(^)ff d" 5 - '«) + (''i'jff (;ff)31"}'^'' = 
f» Jg '|rf 5 - '?!»ig %n + •'>> -a »fx z -
I f f i  - O a  J g  i f r l  +  I g  i f r i  z  -  g ' f f  +  
-i^ la ''tnf + ^5 ia j*g} = 
{ +  ^ • ' ' • ' 3  • ' ' • ' 9  ? g  i ^ r i  z  —  - 3  - a  • ^ • ' ^ - a  =  
{[^ftf + { I f f ?  '.09 '«g i l-ri Z - '-5 '-'ff i 
[^^r/ + (^^.09 ',f?3 '.«g I Ifriz - '-'ff | '''•^A)3]}3 = 
{ [ i f * 3  '-03 '-'ff I + "^-^U ''•^ Z - '^iA)3] 
[^.03 '09 '«g I {ifjl + ifrl z ~ ^''•^A)3]}3 = 
{[^(.09'09'?g i - ' ^ f f X ) 3 ]  '-ff i zC-^ - '''••A)3]}3 = 
[^.09 '09 '?g I j(rf,y _ ^f}X) - Jif^A)3]3 = 
^ ( I f r l  -
SB paAiJap St ly aaaqyvv 
6 Z l  
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we have 
Wijk,t = Var[Zijk,t) 
= {E{Yijki - Hk? {Yiitm - Ht? - Cov\YiikU f ^ j k  y ' j t  '  
=  [ N k  N t  W  -  f i j k  f i %  [(0-6 + 1) {(^l + 1) - 1]^} (A.14) 
t ^ j k  
where Aj is derived as 
E{Yijkl ~ t^jk) {Yijim Mi<) ~ E^E{Yijkt ~ f^jk) Mjt) | ^ii 
= E^E{Yijkl ~~ fJ-jk) Bi, €ij, €,jA: ]  [ E { Y i j t m  ~  f ^ j t )  B i ,  
= ^ijk fijt (<^6 + 1) + 1) + N t  E { B f )  £?(€?•) (0-2 + 1) 
-2 f i j k  H t  (o-fr + 1) {<^1 + 1) + Mifc fijt + fijk fijt E{Bf) E(6? ) (ff^ + 1) 
+ n)k 4 (^4) + D' - 2 E{Bf) E[i%) [a] + 1) 
+ {<^b + 1) {<^1 + 1) + 1) - ^NkfJ-% (<^b + 1) (^l + 1) 
- ' ^ f i j k t i j t  E { B f )  E ( e % )  ( e r ^  +  1 )  +  4  f i j k M j i  ( < ^ 6  +  1 )  { < ^ 1  +  ! • )  
- ^ f J ' j k  f J ' j t  +  N k  + t^)k fJ-% (<^6 + 1) (<^1 + 1) Ws + 1) 
-2Mifc#iit+MifcMit 
= f^jk - 2tijk - 2fijt + Anjklijt) (<^6 + 1) {<^1 +1) + 
i/ijk + fijt - 4iljk fijt) {(Ts + 1) E{Bf) E{€%) + 
2 Hk f^jt K' + 1) {al + 1) (<r2 + 1) + fx^k fijt E(,B^) E{,jj) (cr^ + 1)^ 
+  f i j k  +  ( i j t  -  3 Hjk fijt} 
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For 
(Yijkl - fj.jk) [yistm - Mst) 
H k f i a t  
we have 
Wij,, = VariZii,,) 
= {E{Yijkl - fljkf {Yistm - t^st? - Cov''[YijkU f - j h  f ^ s t  
=  2 ^  2  { f ^ i k (^3) - (A.15) f ^ j k  t ^ s i  
where ^3 is derived as 
E { Y i j k l - f l j k ) ^ { Y i , t m - f i s t f  
~ E^E{Yijkl ~ fijk) •Sit [,E{Yistm f^st) Bi, €,"5, 
= E[{fijk Bi eij €ijk + Mifc Bf €?• €? fc - 2 /iyfe Bf €.7 Ujk + fijk) 
{fist Bi 6.-, £ist + flit Bi €i (it - 2 ftlt Bi €is (ist + Mst)} 
= fijk fist {<Ti + 1) + Myjt M5t E{Bf) {al + 1) (cr^ + 1) - 2 fijk f^st {<rl + 1) 
+ Myfcfist + fijk filt E{Bi) {al, + 1) {a^ + 1) + fijk f^lt E^Bf) (ff^, + 1)^ 
(<tJ +1)^ - 2fijkf^lt E{Bi) (<r^ + 1) (crj + 1) + fi% fi\t (<^6 +1) (<^w +1) 
[a] + 1) - 2 ftjk filt ((^b + 1) - 2 fi]k filt E{Bf) {(TI + 1) + i) 
+4 ft% filt{al + l ) - 2  fi)k filt + fijk filt + 
Mifc f^lt (<^6 + 1) Wl +1) (<^5 + 1) - 2 tl]k filt + f^]k f4t 
= fijkfist{{l-2 fljk -2 fist+4: fljk fist) {(Tb + 1) + 2 fljkfist (<^6 + 1) {(^1 + 1) 
(ff^ + 1) + {ftjk + fist-4: ftjk fist) {<ri + 1) {(Ts + 1) E{Bf) 
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+ 1)^ {(Ts + 1)^ EiBf) + fijk + /i5t - 3 f i j k  f i s t }  
=  f i j k  f i a t  ( > 1 3 )  
A.5 Poisson Mixed Model from Section 1.4.2 
When there is no replication within subplots and the sul>-plot random effects {eoik} are not 
included in the model, as in section 1.4.2, the previous formulas for variances and covariances 
simplify. The unconditional mean is still given by formula (A.l). Formula (A.2) simplifies 
by replacing with 1. Formual (A.3) is not needed, and formulas (A.4), (A.5), and (A.6) 
remain unchanged. Formula (A.13) is not needed, and aj+l is changed to 1 in formulas (A.14) 
and (A.15). 
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APPENDIX B DELTA METHOD AND WALD STATISTICS IN 
SECTION 2.2.3 
B.l Standard Errors of the Predicted Means fijk 
The delta method is used to derive the standard errors of the estimated means {p-jk} based 
on the asymptotic covariance matrix for 3. That is, we can find the covariance matrix for the 
large sample distribution of ft = h{X$) — eip(X/3) by 
Kar(A) = Kar(c*^) = G[Far(X/3)]G^ 
where G is a matrix of first partial derivatives of /i(X/3) with respect to the elements in 3-
In our example 1, the European corn borer study, we have 4 blocks, 2 whole plots and 3 
subplots. For block i, the 1st partiaJ derivatives are 
whereas (/I ai yi 72 (07)11 (07)12)'' = Pi= au-•-,0^ = (07)121 = 
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/ijfc, Mi = diag {/in fin Mi3 (in fi22 M23), and 
X.= 
1 1 1 0  1 0  
1 1 0  1 0  1  
1 1 0 0 0 0 
10 10 0 0 
10 0 10 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
In this balanced example, all the M,- matrices are equal and all the X,- matrices are equal for 
t = 1,.. .,4 blocks. 
Apply the delta method to fijk = where is a row vector in the above X,- corre­
sponding to the jth whole plot and Ath sub-plot effects. Then, 
Var[fLjk) = V'ar(e*J*'^) 
= G,»xj4(D''V-'D)-'x^tGS 
where Gjk corresponds to a row in Gi that is associated with the Jth whole plot and fcth 
sub-plot effects. D and V matrices are defined as in Chapter 2, Example 1. 
B.2 Wald Statistic 
For testing HQ : L^/3 = 0, the Wald statistic is 
W = (L^^)r(LrsL)- (L^/3) ~ xl 
where r = rank(L). So, for Example 1 in Chapter 2, we can construct the Wald tests for testing 
the whole-plot, subplot, and interaction effects by defining the following coefficient vectors and 
matrices: 
Lf = (0 1 0 0 0 0) for the whole-plot effect 
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ir= 
Ll = 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
for the subplot effect 
for the interaction effect 
Also, we have /3 = [/x tki 7i 72 (qt)ii (<*7)12]^ and S = (D^V 
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APPENDIX C FIRST AND SECOND PARTIAL DERIVATIVES IN 
SECTION 3.3 
C.l First partial derivatives of the residual log-likelihood with respect to the 
variance components 
aiH ,-.a(xrvr'x,)i 
4tRrvr'Sv-'R, + i{ t=l It 
( - E xf vr' S V.-'Ri)'' (r xr vr' X.)-' ( Xf V-' R.) 1=1 k t=l 
"(E Xf V-^Rc/crXf vr^Xi)-1 (rXf XO"^ 
t=i k 
(txfV-'Ri) 
where 
t=i 
- ( E X?- vr' Ri) '' (r Xf vr' X,)-1 ( i; XT V-' V-' Hi) } 
1=1 i=l 
9(XfVr^Xi) ^T.r- i d V ,  ,  
9^1 --XiV, Xi 
d V j  ^  d { M i  +  M i C i M i )  
del del 
for the ith block 
Tv/r = Mj-j—jM," d<Tt 
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M,- = diagonal matrix with E(Yij|{i) as the diagonal elements for block i. 
Ci = ind X CI + C2 
ind 
Jo if n = 1 
I 1 if n > 1 
(72(£r2 H-l)(Iu, 01, 0 l„ll) 
d C l  
d a l  
for (T \ = cTj 
d C 2  
d a l  
+ 1) (It£/ ® Is 0 In 1^) for 
(a^ + 1) (al + 1) (I,„ 0 I, 0 In ll) for 4 = 
0 ^jn) "^wsn ^n/JTi for II 
i l + < ^ ! )  (IwOlsnlL) for II 
0(u/jn)x(u;an) for 4 
w
 n
 
b I
I 
C.2. Second Peirtial Derivatives 
dald<Tl, - 2'H dcTl''' daldcrl) 2 tr 
_ (xf vr-xQ" (xfvr'x.)" Vr-XQ 
del 
,/^Tv-ivr' wv^xi) 
+ i r Rf v-^ f- ^ v-^^ _ £VLv-iv-^R, 
+ 2^^- '• V acr^ •" 3(7= + acT^a^rg. ' d<Ti,r' ^ 
- 1 (Sum 2)(rXr Vr^Xx)"' X? V"^ ^ (E 
(,xrvr'x.)-' SlSQ {.XT vr'x.)-' (± x? vr'B<) 
Vt=l / 
+ 1  ( t  X T v r '  v r '  R , )  ( r x f v r ' * > ) " '  ( g  v , -  R , )  
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{-rvr'x.)-2-Lpo 
(rXfVr'X,)"' ffjxrvr'Rij 
+ ;(t^rv,-'R.y(rXrvr'X.)"^"'^^'"^''(rXrvr'X.)" 
5!:5L^2Xll(rXrvr'X,)" ^ ^xrv-'R,j -5 ^ i;xrV-'ll,j 
(-^vr*x.)-'^!^^^(rxrvr.x.)-'(|;xrv-.K.) 
4(i:xrv,-..y(rxrvr'xo-'5fc5^ 
(rXr Vr^Xi)"' (rXf V T ' X , ) ' '  ( ^ XrV"^ R.] 
\ i=l / 
. i (t xrvr'R.)' (,xr vr'x.)"5i:5lpi) 
( t x r v r - l ^ v r ' i . )  
+  5  ( t ( r x T v r ' x , ) -  ( t X f V - l ^ v r ' R . )  
+ 5 (rXrvr'X,)"'2l5L^jBl (rxrvr'Xi)" 
(|;x..vr'§|vr.R..) 
- 1  ( t  x ?  v r '  R . )  ( ' x r  v r '  X . )  • '  [  - 1  x T  v r '  v r '  v . - '  h <  
+ V xTV~^ V~^R, - V xTv"^ v~^ V~^IL 
T Y  T .  I Y - T Y  XT-A T-A^X Xi-A T-A T-A^X (^XxiAix)ze 
(_^I "I ® 'I ® "*1) (t  +1£>) X pui = 
(^T "I ® 'I ® '"l) (t + jij) X pui = 
("jl ""T ® '"I) + [(^I "I ® 'I ® '^) l^] X pui = 
*i> JO 3Jdl{M (wn)x(«"»)Q = 
• O z Q  
'nn 
z{|f)£ 
• D z 6  
= I££i^  
^ ^O z Q  - A z Q  
( -H. - 'A^ . - 'Al f . JAixS) -
(.•H..'A^.JA^,-'Aix2)- = 
2 = Z rans 
(••H.-'A^.JAixS)? 
3jaqM 
6£T 
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